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Who’s in charge here?
Hope’s residence-units staff
fills in for parents
Cross section of a cross-
country coach
Vanderbilt’s career runs on
Japan turns West, Hope
turns East
A 20-year partnership in
learning
Quote, Unquote is an eclective sampling
of things being said at and about Hope.
"It is a truism to say that a task (or
work) without vision is drudgery and that
vision without a task is a dream. But
work with a vision gives hope not only of
a life of personal fulfillment but also a
life of achievement in service of others.
This is our calling as teachers: to teach
with a clear vision — and to inspire our
students with that vision. . . .
"Uniting our individual commitment to
learning and teaching into a communal |
commitment, we can achieve the great-
ness of which we collectively are capable.
Clarifying, shaping, refining our goals to-
gether, let us join in a task with a vision, ,
bringing new life to our tradition. As we
work together to plan for the future of
Hope College, let us keep in mind the
inspiring advice of one of my favorite
modern Greek poets, Cavafy (1863-
1933). In his poem, Ithaka, he urges us —
"Have Ithaka always in your mind.
Your arrival there is what you are des-
tined for.
But do not in the least hurry thejourney. I
Better that it last for years,
so that when you reach the island you
are old,
rich with all you have gained on the way,
not expecting Ithaka to give you wealth.
Ithaka gave you the splendid journey.
Without her you would not have set out.
She hasn't anything else to give you.
'And if you find her poor, Ithaka has not
deceived you.
So wise have you become, of such
experience,
that already you will have understood
what these .
Ithakas mean.'" ,
Jacob E. Nyenhuis, provost,
from his opening address to faculty
• • •
"The world has become one . . . The
industriousness of Japanese workers af-
fects families in Detroit . . . and the
American love of automobiles causes
floods in Bangladesh. . . .
"You can't stay in your own little
room in this world. If you do, you might
find out that room is the nursery. . . .
"Thought without action tends to be
sterile and action without thought tends I
to be stupid. It has been noted that those
who neglea the past are doomed to re-
peat it. We might paraphrase this by
stating that those who neglect the whole
are doomed to destroy it. We must keep
the whole globe in mind as we act in our
local place."
from opening convocation address,
"Think Globally But Act Locallly,"
by Everett Kleinjans '43, retired




A record student body enrollment for
the 1984-85 academic year has been
announced.
The enrollment headcount is 2,550 stu-
dents. The previous high was 2,530 students
in 1982-83. Last year the Hope student body
totaled 2;519.
The number of students enrolled for the
first time this fall is also at an alltime high.
Last year this category included 522 students.
The previous high was in 1981-82 when new
student enrollment -totaled 599. The number
of students transfering to Hope from other,
colleges and universities totals 110 compared
to 133 a year ago.
The enrollment by class with last year's
figures in parentheses are: freshmen 720
(583), sophomores 594 (684), juniors 637
(628), seniors 393 (371), and special students
206 (253). There are 50 students enrolled in
off-campus study programs.
The student body is comprised of 1,376
women and 1,174 men from 39 states, the
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and 37
foreign countries.
Michigan has the largest student represen-
tation (1,925).
President Gordon J. Van Wylen has
postponed his retirement until June, 1987,
after approval in October by the Board of
Trustees. The President's extended tenure will
allow for his full involvement in developing
plans for a capital campaign to build a new
library and increase the endowment.
The preparation of working drawings
for a new Hope library has been authorized
by the Board of Trustees. The College hopes
to go out for bids in late spring.
"Alumni for Admissions," a new pro-
gram introduced in our last issue using alum-
, ni volunteers to put Hope application forms
into the hands of prospective students, has
attracted 100 participants. There is still time
to become involved. For further information
contact Jim Bekkering, dean for admissions,
Hope College, Holland, Mich. 49423
(616)392-5111, ext. 2200.
AGHEANA KRAFT
The National Science Foundation has
awarded Hope a grant of $45,025 for the
purchase of a Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectrometer. The instrument, which identi-
fies and determines the structure of mole-
cules, will be used for research and teaching.
Hewlett-Packard Company has given
Hope a grant of $20,355 to purchase a new
UV/VIS spectrophotometer and related equip-
ment. The instrument measures light absorp-
tion by molecules and the rate of chemical
reactions.
Ion T. Agheana, associate professor of
romance languages, has authored a book. The
Prose of forge Luis Borges: Existentialism
and the Dynamics of Surprise, published by
Peter Lang Publishing Inc. as part of the
American University Studies series. Borges is
regarded as one of the foremost of the in-
creasingly popular Spanish-American authors.
Profs. Les Beach, James Motiff and
Jane Dickie of the psychology department
had roles in sessions of this year's American
Psychological Association annual convention.
Beach was a presenter in a panel discussion
on humanistic approaches to teaching psy-
chology, while Motiff described demonstra-
tions for teaching physiological psychology
and Dickie made a presentation on the effect
of spouse support and shared care patterns on
mothers' and fathers' parenting skills.
The National Science Foundation has given
Hope a grant of $29,453 to support the work
of Donald Cronkite, associate professor of
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biology. The grant will purchase an image
analysis system for Cronkite's ongoing re-
search into water regulation within one-celled
organisms.
A paper by Hope College political science
professors Robert E. Elder, Jr. and Jack E.
Holmes has been selected as one of 13 papers
to be published in the International Studies
Assoriation's 1984 collection of convention
papers. Rhythms in Politics and Economics,
published by Praeger Publishers of New York.
The paper "International Economic Long
Cycles and American Foreign Policy Moods,"
was presented last March.
Elder and Holmes argue that international
economic long cycles and American foreign
policy moods have several important rela-
tionships. Their 1984 paper is the third' in a
series which builds on American foreign pol-
icy mood research by Holmes and Elder's
background in research methodology.
Ray Gutknecht '67 has been named super-
visor of public safety. He has been a member _
of the staff since 1981.
George Kraft, professor of physical educa-
tion, has written a book, Coaching the Funda-
mentals of Football, published by Allyn and
Bacon.
Kraft has been Hope's offensive line coach
since 1967, an era considered to be the most
successful period in the history of Flying
Dutchmen football. Over the years he has
written nearly 15 articles on different aspects
of coaching football.
The book is divided into five sections. The
first two aim at the pre-game aspects of
coaching. The other three deal with the part
of the game fans see. The book is written for
use as a college textbook or as a guidebook
for new coaches.
Mark Leenhouts '78 has been promoted to
assistant business manager. He has served as
office systems manager since joining the
Hope staff in 1982. This included responsibil-
ity for implementing a campus-wide word
processing system utilizing the College's new
computer.
Bruce McCombs, associate professor of art
at Hope College, recently had a print entitled
"Joan Crawford's Bedroom" included in the
permanent collection of the Arkansas Art
Center, Little Rock.
Delbert Michel, professor of art, has been
informed by the president of the International
Art Competition that his work has been se-
lected to be exhibited in slide shows in mu-
seums and galleries throughout the Los
Angeles area.
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Robert Palma, associate professor of re-
ligion, attended a conference titled "Critique
and Challenge of Christian Higher Educa-
tion," held in late August in The
Netherlands. More than 100 conferees at-
tended, representing six continents.
Peter Schakel, professor of English, pre-
sented a paper on Jonathan Swift at a sym-
posium in Munster, Federal Republic of
Germany.
Linda Ludington Seitz has been named
the new manager of computer and informa-
tion services. She was previously manager of
information systems at Kalamazoo College.
John J. Shaughnessy, associate professor
of psychology, has co-authored a textbook.
Research Methods in Psychology, available in
January from Alfred A. Knopf Publishers.
The book covers a broad range of descriptive,
experimental and applied research methods
with actual research studies in many areas
used to illustrate the steps that lead from
defining a research problem to developing the
means to uncover its solution. Co-author is
Eugene B. Zeichmeister of Loyola University
of Chicago.
Kathleen Verduin, assistant professor of
English, presented a paper at the Inter-
disciplinary Conference on Netherlandic Stud-
ies in Washington, D.C. Her topic was the
image of the Dutch in American literature.
Boyd Wilson, assistant professor of re-
ligion, was in India this summer for a
Fulbright seminar titled "India Through its
Great Literature."
James Zoeteway, professor of political sci-
ence, was one of 25 scholars who participated
in a seminar on the First Amendment re-
cently held at the University of Illinois. The
seminar was organized to direct attention to
the 1987 bicentennial of the U.S.
Constitution.
Three appointments to endowed faculty
chairs were made by the Board of Trustees in
October. Peter J. Schakel of the English de-
partment was appointed to the Peter C. and
Emajean Cook Endowed Professorship. James
Gentile of the biology department was ap-
pointed to the Kenneth G. Herrick Endowed
Professorship. Theodore L. Nielsen of the
communication department was appointed to
the Guy Vander Jagt Endowed Professorship.
New appointments to the faculty in-
clude: Hersilia C. Alvarez-Ruf, visiting in-
structor in Spanish; Gerald R. Bakker,
visiting- professor in chemistry; Daniel M.
Ebels, visiting assistant professor of econom-
ics; Samuel R. Floyd 111, assistant professor of
music; Charles Kemp Gray, assistant pro-
fessor of music; Edward C. Hansen, assistant
professor of geology; Carol Henson, visiting
instructor in physical education, recreation
and athletics; James Herrick, assistant pro-
fessor of communication; Dan Huizenga, vis-
iting instructor in theatre.
Also, David P. Jensen, director of libraries;
Thomas D. Kennedy, visiting professor of
religion and philosophy; Anne R. Larsen,
•associate professor of French; Maureen Gal-
lagher Leen, assistant professor of nursing;
Karen A. Neufeld, associate professor of edu-
cation; Patricia A. Ponto, visiting instructor
in psychology; Donna Sass, assistant pro-
fessor of physical education, recreation and
athletics; Richard K. Smith, intern in En-
glish; Gillian Sfoltman, visiting assistant pro-
fessor of biology; Louis J. Systma, assistant
professor of nursing; Schinichiro Takeshita,
visiting assistant professor of engineering sci-
ence; Kathleen M. Thompson, intern in En-
glish; and James M. Van Der Laan, visiting
assistant professor of German.
Limited-Edition
Record for Givers
All- new donors and donors who increase the amount of their
gifts to the 1 984-85 Annual Alumni Fund will receive a limited
special edition stereo recording “Christmas Vespers, Volume 11.”
This recording of selections from recent Christmas Vespers has
been produced by Hope College's music department.
Due to a limited supply, only one record per donor or alumni
couple is being offered. Please allow six weeks for delivery.
BEYOND HOPE: A new 150-ft. radio tower erected on the DeWitt Center roof will make it
possible for the student station, WTHS, to broadcast beyond campus dorms to the entire
Holland/Zeeland area. The new FM station should be on the air in January. Programming
will be mostly music and the target audience will continue to be the College community.
Letters
The August, 1984, issue warmed my
heart. . . .
The article "Knock, Knock, Where’s the
Door" is an example of serious wit by the
author. . . .
How much Hope is a part of the world and
its struggle was best illustrated by the article
"Hope's Counter-Culture Comes Home." In-
deed this school takes seriously its "life and
world view" as part of its Christianity. The
hearts and minds of students and faculty
struggle with the sense of responsibility that
is theirs as Christians. Anyone thinking about
a college to which to go can see this campus
of Hope is not isolated, the college embraces
the people of the world and their
circumstances. ...
The "Scenes from a Campus" was indeed a
romantic piece. The biblical spirit of the pil-
grim is still rich in the heritage of Hope.
Thanks for a paper that continues to keep
me alert and sensitive to the world at large
and to a school that I am indebted to for




I enjoy News from Hope College and wish
to compliment you and your staff. I do wish I
could attend the '79 reunion this year. But, I
would hate to leave my first-graders sitting
with a substitute. So, 1 am looking forward to
the Homecoming issue as being "the next
best thing to being there." Keep up the good
work!
Todd L. Whitefleet '79
Rayne, La.
While it may seem somewhat self-congrat-
ulatory, 1 am proud of my academic achieve-
ments at Hope; therefore, 1 am not ashamed
to let you know I am disappointed that my
name was omitted from the list of 1984
magna cum laude graduates (Aug. issue).
Julia L. Antonietta '84
Editor's note: The registar's office reports
that a conclusive list of graduation honors is
hard to come by before September, due to
many variables in student programs. Apolo-
gies to you. If anyone else was overlooked,
please inform the editor.
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'Oner 35 Billion Served," etching by Tracy Van Mouwerik '80, part of "Alumni Invitational I.
Academic Calendar
Fall Semester (1984)
Nov. 22 Thanksgiving Recess Begins, 8 a.m.
Nov. 26 Thanksgiving Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
Dec. 7 Last Day of Classes
Dec. 10-14 Semester Examinations
Spring Semester (1985)
Jan. 6 Residence Halls Open, Noon
Jan. 7 Registration for New Students
Jan. 8 Classes Begin, 8 a.m.
Feb. 15 Winter Recess Begins, 6 p.m.
Feb. 20 Winter Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
March 7 Critical Issues Symposium (classes not in session)
March 21 Spring Recess Begins, 6 p.m.
April 1 Residence Halls Open, Noon
April 2 Spring Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
April 5 Good Friday: Classes Dismissed at 12:30 p.m.
April 26 May Day; Classes Dismissed at 12:30 p.m.
April 29-May 3 Semester Examinations
IVlay 4 Alumni Day
May 5 Baccalaureate and Commencement
May Term (1985) May 6-26
June Term (1985) May 28-June 15
Summer Session (1985)
June 17 Registration & Payment of Fees
June 17 Classes Begin at 1 p.m.
July 4 Classes Not in Session
July 26 Summer Session Ends
Traditional Events
Critical Issues Symposium, March 7
Guest authorities explore issues related to the theme of
world hunger. Classes not in session.
Community & College
Village Square, June 28
A new format in early summer will spark this year's fund-
raising bazaar sponsored by the Women's League for Hope
College. A breakfast beginning at 7:00 a.m. and a silent
auction are being introduced to complement the traditional
booths offering homemade crafts and eats.
Admissions
For details contact the Admissions Office, Hope College,
Holland, Mich. 49423, (616) 392-5111, ext. 2200
Visitation Days, Nov. 16 & 30, Jan. 18, Feb. 8, March 8
and April 12
High school juniors and seniors plus transfers can experience
campus life with ample opportunities to meet students,
faculty and staff.
N.Y./N.J. Plane Trip, Nov. 7-10
Stay with a Hope student, eat meals on campus and attend
college activities. Round-trip fare from Newark Airport plus
all expenses included in S125 package price.
Junior Day, April 19
Designed specifically for juniors and their parents as they
begin the college search.
Arts & Humanities Fair, Nov. 8
Presentations on interesting topics plus information sessions
for students interested in these two academic areas.
Explorientation '85, July 28-Aug. 3
"Try on" college by attending special classes, living in
dorms and attending activities.
Sports
Men's Basketball, Home Games
Nov. 30 — Goshen, 8 p.m.
Dec. 8 — Nazareth, 8 p.m.
Jan. 12 — Aquinas, 8 p.m.
Jan. 16 — Kalamazoo, 8 p.m.
Jan. 26 — Alma, 3 p.m.
Jan. 30 — Olivet, 8 p.m.
Feb. 2 — Adrian, 3 p.m.
Feb. 13 — Albion, 8 p.m.
Feb. 16 — Calvin, 3 p.m.
Men's Basketball, Dutchman Classic
Dec. 28 — at Calvin
Hope vs. Northwestern, la., 6 p.m.
Calvin vs. Centrql, la., 8 p.m.
Dec. 29 — at Hope
Calvin vs. Northwestern, la., 1 p.m.
Hope vs. Central, la., 3 p.m.
Schedules for other winter sports available from Department
of Physical Education and Recreation, Dow Center, Hope
College, Holland, Mich. 49423 (616) 392-5111, ext. 3270.
Sciences
Biology Seminars, Fridays, 2:30 p.m., Peale 050
Seminars on a variety of topics are presented by visiting
professionals. For details, contact the Biology Department,
(616), 392-5111, ext. 3212.
Chemistry Department Seminars, Friday afternoons
Research seminars by academic and industrial scientists. For
details, contact the Chemistry Department, (616) 392-5111,
ext. 3213.
Mathematics Department Sertiinars, normally Tuesdays,
3 p.m., Vander Werf Hall
Research reports and advanced topic presentations by visit-
ing scientists, faculty and students. For details, contact the
Department of Mathematics, (616) 392-5111, ext. 3001.
Humanities
Arts & Humanities Fair (see Admissions listing)
Colloquium, Nqv. 13, 3:15, Lubbers Hall loft
Arts
Thru Nov. 30, Alumni Invitational Art Exhibit, DePree Art
Center
Nov. 8* MARYA MARTIN, FLUTIST, Young Concert
Artist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Nov. 11 Faculty Chamber Music Concert; Wichers Au-
ditorium, 4 p.m.
Nov. 15-16 Student Theatre Production: "The Wool-
gatherer"; DeWitt Studio Theatre, 8 p.m.
Nov. 16 Faculty Recital: Charles Gray, violinist, and Charles
Aschbrenner, pianist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Nov. 20 Hope Jazz Ensemble; DeWitt Theatre, 8 p.m.
Dec. 1** Theatre Production: "Murder in the Cathedral":
DeWitt Main Theatre, 8 p.m.
Dec.' 1*** Christmas Vespers: Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Dec, 2*** Christmas Vespers: Dimnent Chapel, 2:00 p.m.,
4:30 p.m. & 8:00 p.m.
Dec. 3-16 Juried Student Art Show; DePree Art Center
Dec. 4’ BEN HOLT, BARITONE, Young Concert Artist;
Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Dec. 6-8*’' Theatre Production: "Murder in the Cathe-
dral": DeWitt Main Theatre, 8 p.m.
Dec. 6 Hope Wind Ensemble Concert; Dimnent Chapel, 8
p.m.
Dec. 7*** Madrigal Christmas Dinner; Western Seminary
Commons, 7 p.m.
Dec. 22-Jan. 20 "Spectacular-Vernacular," art exhibit; De-
Pree Art Center
**’*’* TICKETS REQUIRED— all other events 'are free
of charge.
’ HOPE COLLEGE GREAT PERFORMANCE SERIES:
(616) 394-6996
** HOPE THEATRE DEPARTMENT: (616) 392-1449
*’* HOPE MUSIC DEPARTMENT: (616) 392-5111, ext.
3110
Vespers — Ticket information call Office of College Rela-
tions— (616) 392-5111, ext. 2030
HOPE ART DEPARTMENT: (616) 392-5111, ext. 3170
Students present their research papers.
Colloquium, Nov. 29, 3:15, Lubbers Hall loft
"Middle Neolithic at Chaeronea, Greece," Ruth W. Todd,
associate professor of classics Gallery Hours: Mon. -Sat. 10 a.m. -9 p.m., Sun., 1-9 p.m.
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Homecoming theme
draws glad hatters
"Hats Off to Professors" was the theme of
Homecoming October 18-21 as Hope alumni
saluted the faculty.
The theme was selected by the Alumni
Association in recognition of the faculty's
important contribution to the excellence of
the College.
Homecoming at Hope also coincided with
National Higher Education Week (Oct. 13-
20). The national theme was "We Have the
Future in Minds." The City of Holland de-
clared Oct. 13-20 Higher Education Week in
Holland.
Special recognition of Hope's faculty oc-
curred Saturday during the Homecoming
football game. Lynette Carter of Midland,
Mich., was crowned queen and Dave Beckman
of Shelby, Mich., ruled as king. After the
game the Alumni Association hosted a recep-
tion at nearby Smallenberg Park to honor
faculty members past and present.
There were several other special events in
addition to the many traditional activities of
Homecoming weekend.
An invitational exhibition of art featuring
works by alumni opened Thursday in the
gallery of the DePree Art Center. The show,
which runs through Nov. 30, features the
works of 22 alumni from throughout the
country. Photographs of selected works will
be presented in the December issue of news
from Hope College, along with poetry and
prose from "Alumni Opus," the second
alumni arts magazine sponsored by the
Alumni Association.
The Fraternal Society, one of the oldest
social fraternities in the nation, celebrated its
150th anniversary during Homecoming week-
end with several special events (see story,
below).
The 7th annual Run-Bike-Swim, which has
grown to include more than 900 participants,
was held Saturday morning.
Dr. Elton Bruins, dean for the arts and
humanities and chairperson of the Hope Col-
lege archives council, led campus tours with
an historical emphasis.
Reunions for members of the classes of
1974 and 1979 (see photos, p. 18) as well as
get-togethers for present and past members of
fraternities and sororities were other weekend
highlights. The H-Club, which consists of
alumni who participated in athletics, held its
annual get-together Saturday noon (see p. 9).
The Homecoming football game featured
the Dutchmen against defending Michigan In-
tercollegiate Athletic Association champion
Adrian at Holland Municipal Stadium and
marked Hope's 24th consecutive Homecoming
victory with a final score of 38-17.
Both the soccer and cross-country teams
entertained Adrian on Friday afternoon.
The Rev. Peter Semeyn, minister of Christ
Church in Oak Brook, 111. and a former
member of the College chaplain's staff, deliv-
ered the sermon at the Sunday worship ser-
vice in Dimnent Memorial Chapel. The
Alumni Chapel Choir, this year numbering
approximately 56, sang.
More Homecoming photos are on p. 22. Balloonyhoo! Hope cheerleaders promoted new heights of Homecoming spirit.
Praters frolic again
by Eva D. Folkert
Let's sing once more, my merry Praters;
Tune your hearts to music loud and long:
Every heart it needs must thrill.
Every soul with rapture fill,
As we join in the Prater’s song.
Heart and voice all unite in the chorus, boys,
Till our walls with melody resound.
Tho’ old time goes slipping by,
Love and friendship never die,
When born from Fraternal joys.
PS, Fraternal, Sis, Boom, Bah,
OKE, rah, rah, rah.
They met with ringing handshakes and
healthy slaps on the backs. Clamor abounded
and smiles remained constantly intact.
All the merriment, all the antics, all the
friendship they once knew on Hope's campus
conglomerated for one 1984 Homecoming
weekend as Fraternal brothers of the 1920's
through the '80's congregated to celebrate the
150th anniversary of Omicron Kappa Ep-
silon, commonly known as OKE. The sesqui-
centennial marks the Fraternal Society as the
fifth oldest active fraternity in the nation.
With OKE pins and badges intact, a special
Literary Meeting at the Amway Grand Hotel
in Grand Rapids was brought to order with
250-plus in attendance. It was a standing
room only crowd. The laughter that filled the
room became contagious. Many "remember
when" stories brought back events of
notoriety.
"Remember putting the mice in the piano
during chapel so the pianist got a shock?"
"Remember rescuing the Ape from the at-
tic?” "Remember the days of cheering on
Frater brother Floyd Brady during his great-
ness in basketball?”
Praters of many eras converged on the Homecoming field for half-time recognition.
But what no man could bring back from
personal memory was the origination of their
fraternity which created the weekend's
celebration.
In 1834, the Fraternal Society began at
Union College in Schenectady, N.Y. with its
first enrollment of nine members. In 1864,
OKE was brought from New York by the
Rev. Dr. Phillip Phelps, an alumnus of Union
College, first principal of the Holland Acade-
my and first president of Hope College.
Phelps made the main thrust of the organi-
zation the cultivation of literature, friendship,
and morality. The watchwords "Friendship,
Love and Truth" have remained the motto of
Fraternal ever since.
From its beginnings with nine members to
enrollment of 70-80 in the 1960's, the Frater-
nal Society has experienced many tides and
ebbs in between. Bill Wichers '32, emeritus
Board of Trustees member and longtime Fra-
ternal activist, acknowledges several growing
pains his organization experienced.
"In the 1930's already, we had 100 years of
history under our belts. We became a para-
mount fraternity because members could easi-
ly point to famous alumni. But as other frats
grew, Fraternal experienced periods of great
strength and lesser strength, peaks and val-
leys. Every fraternity goes through that mo-
tion. Currently, OKE is in a valley- and we
are hoping this celebration will demand some
attention."
Most of Wichers' memories are of growth
and the sharing of a common bond. He also
recalls the antics of pledging.
"I still can remember my active brothers
dropping me off at the Waverly railroad
yards. They said, 'Kid, you gotta count all
the railroad ties between here and the down-
town depot before you can come back.' It was
all imaginative, unharmful, fun."
In the 40's, Fraternal grew even more.
Seymour Padnos '43 can remember 50 actives
filling the Fraternal House on 10th and Col-
lege Ave., where Gilmore Hall now stands.
Then the Fraters were the campus jocks and
Student Council members.
"Fraters were always campus jocks, be it in
the 30's or 60's. But even then Student
Council had a good showing of Fraternal
representatives. We always were involved in
many things. We may not all have been the
scholars but we certainly had our fair share."
With the 50's came the birth of Fraternal
Frolics, a yearly variety extravaganza, touted
"The Greatest Show On Earth." Raw Frater-
nal talent acted out skits, sang songs, and
danced its way into the memories of many
Hope students and Holland townspeople. The
Women's Literary Club on 10th and Central
became their stage. The inventiveness, enthu-
siasm, and willingness to perform made it the
event of the year.
"In those days Fraternal was absolutely the
one everyone wanted to get into," says )im
continued on page 15
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Kraig Peterson had been feeling the pres-
sure for three weeks, but now it was peaking.
The night before several pullers slept over-
night, it you could call it that. It had been
like this every night since Pull practice began.
Being a sophomore this time around, he
wanted badly to win and the intensity kept
him up nights. Sometimes, lying there unable
to sleep for hours, he would keep his room-
mate awake by talking about the Pull until he
provoked a "Shut up"— then he'd think
about it some more.
But now it was THE day. Although he had
not slept well, he was wide-awake and ready.
The pressure was intense, and his mind wan-
dered as he sat in the classes he attended. He
skipped others. Nervousness also set in. To
block it out, Kraig said to himself, "I'm going
to do my best."
After eating a large lunch to boost his
energy level, he and the rest of his teammates
spent time together in a meeting where emo-
tions flowed.
All pumped up from the meeting, Kraig
quietly rode the bus to the Black River, his
mind on ripping rope. Soon, he found himself
in his pit. Knowing what to do now, he
helped reel in the rope. He was ready:
"Come on, let's do it!"
Nervous. That's how Doris Niehof felt as
she rode on the bus and walked to the pits.
She was thinking that no matter what hap-
pened the freshmen could be considered win-
ners because they had worked so hard
together and had become very close. But still,
she didn't want that losing feeling after all
they had gone through the past three weeks.
And, after all, the freshmen are perennial
underdogs — so she was still nervous.
She had gotten little sleep the night before.
A combination of exhaustion, frustration
from falling behind in homework, and expec-
tation about tomorrow's Pull kept her mind
from resting. Her morning classes passed by
without any incident, at least none she
noticed.
But, none of that mattered anymore. The
Pull was only minutes away! Doris had her
hands full keeping her pullers morale up and
combatting her own nervousness. It was fun-
ny that as she paid attention to trying to
build her "guy's" confidence, she didn't have
as much time to worry about herself.
And then the Pull started. Doris expected
they might lose a lot of rope in a sudden
sophomore heave. However, that didn't hap-
pen; in fact they took in some rope. Her
attitude was now positive as she commenced
to scream her lungs out.
"Come on, let's get it going," said
Kurt Kossen. He was tired of waiting. He
had been looking forward to his first Pull
for three weeks and now it was about to
begin.
The butterflies Jtad set in the night be-
fore. The fact that he would be on the rope
for keeps the next day had released them.
He had no idea what to expect. He didn't
know what the Pull was going to be like, so
he found himself with a case ofmerves.
The freshmen pullers had called a meet-
ing the night before the Pull and it served
as a morale boost. It psyched them up and
also got them nervous. Kurt returned to his
room afterwards and couldn't get to sleep.
He just lay there thinking about the next
day.
And when Pull day came, he overslept
two hours, missing his first two classes. He
sat quietly as the bus made its way to the
site. He was ready to go, but there were
still things to do in preparation — the pits
were a mess because it had rained. He had
to bail water. Then he had to get the pit
ready for the day's struggle. And then, he
would have to wait some more. Wait,
wait. . . .
Thousands of thoughts flashed through
Terri Henry's mind. She felt like crying.
Here was the spot where they had been
beaten last year. Would that happen again,
would the pullers again go through all that
pain? "That can't happen," she thought,
"The guys have all improved and the team
is really close, so we should win. But,
there's the freshmen team across the river
and, boy, do they sound enthusiastic. May-
be they aren't as unprepared as we had
counted."
Terri had been nervous the first, day of
practice, nervous the previous night, ner-
vous through her classes which she some-
how sat through, nervous on the bus ride
and now here they were. Terri was ner-
vous. The Pull was about to start.
The night before was like Christmas Eve,
so hard it was to imagine the Pull being
tomorrow. But Terri didn't know what to
expect, whether or not it would turn out
well. And this was their second — and
last — chance to win the Pull. There is only
one Pull and this is it. What is going to
happen?
On Sept. 28 the freshman class won Hope's 87th Pull by judge's
decision after 2 hours and 30 minutes on the rope.
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The turned-on library
by David Jensen
“Where's the card catalog?"
Although that question is unlikely to
gain the national popularity of oc-
togenarian Clara Peller's Where's-the-
beef query, it may be heard frequently
on Hope's campus in two or three
years when a new College library has
been constructed, dedicated and opened
for business.
Library-users are likely to scan their
new surroundings by habit in search of
the bank of little drawers that has tra-
ditionally saved them from hours of
aimless wanderings among the shelves.
But there will be nothing resembling
the traditional card catalog in Hope's
new library. Instead, there will be a
catalog on computer — one which will
be a great improvement over its paper
predecessor.
This on-line catalog, of course, will
impress first of all because of its looks,
with a television-type screen and hi-
tech hardware replacing the familiar
grain of oak cabinetry. But will it func-
tion differently? Yes and no.
Yes, there will be all the information
you now find on cards, but you won't
always have to locate yourself in the
same spot to use that information. A
computerized catalog is a portable cata-
log, able to be called forth wherever
there is a catalog terminal — which in
the case of Hope's new library will be
on each of the five levels. We also
expect to have telephone access to the
catalog by way of modems. Eventually
we may be able to link the College's
other computers to the library comput-
er, so that a student could take a look
at the catalog from a dorm and a pro-
fessor could use it from his or her
office.
In addition to increased accessibility,
the computerized catalog offers ex-
panded possibilities for finding the ma-
terials you need or want. Yes, you will
still be able to find books by author,
title or subject, just as you now do.
However, you will also be able to look
for books by key words. That means if
you don't know the exact title of a
book and can't remember the author,
you may be able to find it anyway if
you remember some major words in
the title.
In addition, we hope you will be able
to search for materials by combining
David Jensen is
Hope's new director
of libraries. A gradu-
ate of Greensboro
College, he holds a
master's and is com-
pleting xoork on a
doctorate in library
science from the Uni
versify of North
Carolina.
terms with “and" or “or" (children
and computers, for example). This
should make for far more effective cat-
alog searching.
Finally, an on-line catalog tells the
user immediately whether or not a par-
ticular book is already in circulation,
thus eliminating those frustrating,
time-wasting trips to a stack where an
empty space greets you instead of the
book you were expecting.
With an on-line catalog, you will
know if the book is in use because the
same computer system which maintains
the list of library holdings will also run
our automated circulation system.
Instead of laboriously writing down
call numbers, authors, titles, your
name, your address, and your phone
number, in the new library you will be
able to check out books by simply pre-
senting your special ID card. Informa-
tion about both book and borrower will
be recorded in the computer's memory
in much the same way that the prices
of groceries are recorded at the cash
register of a supermarket.
When the book is returned it will be
cleared with the same equipment and
will automatically be listed in the cata-
log as again available for borrowing.
Some books are in greater demand
than others, and the new system will
help immensely in handling waiting
lists. Suppose, for instance, that you
borrowed Umberto Eco's bestseller The
Name of the Rose and I also wanted to
read it. 1 would ask the circulation
librarian to put a “hold'' on the book.
When you returned it, the staff person
checking it back in would receive a
signal (a beep or bell). Looking at the
monitor, the staff member would see
that the book is on hold and shouldn't
be reshelved. My name, address and
phone number would also appear on
the monitor as next in line for checking
out that book. Thus, what is now a
cumbersome process with many
chances for error will become stream-
lined and more accurate.
The on-line catalog will not only list
books in Hope's library, it will also
record the titles and volume-numbers
of magazines and journals that are in
our holdings. A big advantage in this
area will be that new issues will appear
in the on-line catalog as soon as they
have been checked in; at present we
use a serials list which is revised and
printed just once each year.
The computer is already being used
at Hope's library to search various in-
dexes of periodicals for articles on par-
ticular subjects. Many indexes,
including Chemical Abstracts and Cur-
rent Index to Journals in Education are
available both on-line and in printed
form. Recently we have been examin-
ing a computer-produced index on mi-
crofilm which appears to be very
effective.
Does all of this mean you won't be
able to find the old Readers' Guide to
Periodical Literature? For a while, it
will still appear on the index tables, but
even this standard library reference will
soon be available on-line. Eventually,
•the index tables, like the card catalog
drawers, may be replaced by computer
terminals, or by microfilm readers.
The computer is also affecting our
interlibrary lending program. More and
more of our interlibrary lending re-
quests are being sent and received via
the Online Computer Library Center
(OCLC) terminal, and by the time our
new library opens most of that process-
ing will also be done on-line. Use of
OCLC should speed fulfillment of re-
quests to other libraries, as well as
requests we receive for materials from
our library.
Other technological changes in the
new library include:
• use of computer terminals instead
of typewriters for word processing
• on-line management of all maga-
zines and journals, including ac-
quisition processing, claims for
missing issues and regular binding
schedules
• on-line searches for books that
have been ordered, to verify infor-
mation and enter titles into the
catalog system (which means that
books on order will immediately
appear in the catalog with a special
designation)
Finally, the computer will help man-
age overdue books by automatically
printing overdue notices. That may not
be good news to people like me who
have trouble returning books on time
(yes, it happens to librarians the same
as everyone else), but it's definitely
good news to staff members who now
spend hours typing these notices.
The library staff is convinced that the
integrated on-line system will allow us
to serve users more efficiently and
more effectively by offering the bene-
fits of simple check-out, a portable cat-
alog and the ability to find materials
with more ease and precision. We hope
that means the library will be used
more and thereby contribute more to
the College's commitment to
excellence.
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SOME OF THIS YEARS VISITORS FROM MEI/I GAKUIN: Akiko Arita, Miho Takashima, Kazue
Takahashi, Yoshiko Fujimori, Fumiko Iwatani, Naoko Hasegawa, Makiko Saito and (inset) President
Makoto Morii.
Bridge - builders mark ties
By Eileen Beyer
The 20th anniversary of a student exchange
program involving Hope and Tokyo's Meiji
Galcuin University was celebrated this fall
with the campus visit of Makoto Morii,
Ph.D., president of Meiji Gakuin University
since 1982 and a member of its faculty since
1965.
Morii was on hand for Hope's opening
convocation on Aug. 28, an event which for-
mally marked the beginning of what has been
declared "International Year" at the College.
Visits by special guests and many other
events are being scheduled for the purpose of
expanding global awareness among students
and the faculty.
Morii, who remained in Holland for several
days, voiced praise for the exchange program
which since 1965 has brought more than 500
Japanese students to Hope and since 1980,
when it became a bilateral exchange, has
taken 41 Hope students to Tokyo as part of
May Term offerings.
"Japan is a world force that is surrounded
by the sea. It is geographically separate and
most of its people know other cultures by
books only," stated Morii. "Therefore, th?
opportunity to come and study in America is
very precious."
Last year Hope and Meiji Gakuin
signed a formal contractual agreement to
continue their student exchanges, to support
an accompanying faculty member with grant
money and to explore other joint academic
exchanges. This contract is especially signifi-
cant because of Hope's longstanding ties to
Japan, extending back to 1869 when the first
international student, a Japanese, arrived.
Meiji Gakuin is a Christian university
founded in 1877 by American missionaries.
Today the university enrolls 10,000 stu-
dents in four departments: literature, so-
ciology, economics and law. Its campus is
about one-third the size of Hope's.
To alleviate space problems and to take
advantage of Japan's strong economy, a new
campus for first and second-year students is
being built in Yokohama. Once completed in
1985, the new campus will allow the univer-
sity to launch a new deaprtment, interna-
tional studies.
Unlike the chief officers of American col-
leges, Morii has no concerns about recruit-
ment or dollars. Operating expenses are fully
covered by tuition and Japanese students com-
pete intensely for admittance to universities.
Morii said his greatest challenges as
president are to maintain Meiji Gakuin's
Christian identity with a faculty that is only
20 percent Christian, and to make that identi-
fication meaningful to a student body which
is only 10 percent Christian. He voiced con-
cern that Japan's secondary schools promote
conformity and do little to develop humanistic
values. In addition, the nouveau riche status
of the country has given rise to extreme
materialism, he stated.
"The idea that's common in Japan today is
that to become rich is to become happy. We
must show that happiness for humans exist in
other ways. We must educate human beings
who can serve the weak and seek peace in the
world."
Surely at least part of Japan's materialism
comes from the nation's intrigue with the
American way of life. Yet, despite Japanese
students' eagerness to master English and .
have contact with the American culture, Mor-
ii said their enthusiasms are not symptoms of
a blind desire to become Westernized.
"In some ways, Japan is a strange country.
It is isolated, but it is also always expecting
something beyond the horizon. Its history
has been one of assimilation — taking the for-
eign influence, be it Chinese or European or
American — and Japanizing it so it becomes
part of the national character."
The 15 Japanese students who for one
month lived with Hope students in the dorms
and attended special seminars focused on con-
temporary social and economic issues cer-
tainly did their share of pick-and-choose
assimilation of American culture.
For example, they were aghast with Ameri-
can students' practice of leaving a meal table
before others had finished and they found
Hopeites' habit of strolling the campus bare-
foot beyond comprehension (their own foot-
etiquette system calls for changing slippers
whenever one changes rooms to avoid the
transportation of soil).
Despite these and other cultural tremors,
the Japanese visitors found much that was
pleasantly fascinating about life at Hope. One
such intrigue was the American coziness with
compliments.
"In Japan, a compliment is always dene-
grated. In America, people accept compli-
ments — they say 'Thank you' and enjoy
receiving the admiration," noted Junko Mat-
suda, a participant in this year's exchange.
"Our Hope professors often have told us,
'That's a good question,' or 'Good idea!' In
Japan that never happens in the classroom.
Americans enjoy compliments, but at the
time they accept them so willingly that the
admiration sometimes seems meaningless."
Matsuda was less ambivalent about dif-
ferences she perceived in sex-related social
behavior.
"In Japan, guys like girls to be quiet and
retiring," she noted, mimicking a classic
geisha pose. "In America, girls can be outgo-
ing and crazy. I like that. It's more fun to be
around American men."
Matsuda, a junior at Meiji Gakuin, ob-
viously is among Japan's new kimono-burn-
ing generation of women who are attempting
to mesh their aspirations for equality into the
fabric of extreme deference which has tradi-
tionally been the distinguishing characteristic
of the Japanese woman.
While in Holland Matsuda conducted an
independent study of American family rela-
tionships, especially as regards care of the
elderly. In Japan care of the elderly has
traditionally been the responsibility of their
grown sons. Because most Japanese men pivot
their family lives around the heavy demands
of competitive professional lives, that care has
fallen mostly on women's shoulders. Not sur-
prisingly, given the fact that only 10 percent
of Japan's women believe they are treated
equally in terms of social perceptions and
customs, Matsuda was favorably impressed
with the American system of nursing homes
for the elderly.
"Having choices and exercising one's indi-
viduality are characteristics that America
stands for, and I like that way of thinking,"
she noted. "The senior citizens I talked to
seemed happy too, living vigorously and cre-
atively and not feeling they were burdens to
others."
At Hope Matsuda and her fellow students
participated in academic seminars on topics
including "The American Family," "Crime in
America," and "The Economics of the Ameri-
can Dream." They had field trips to local
points of interest (industries, churches. Wind-
mill Island, etc.) and participated in campus
events ranging from fall convocation to a
football game. In addition, they staged a
"Japan Night" to expand Hope students'
views of their Pacific neighbors. The Meiji
Gakuin visitors were adamant that the event
not be a kimono-origami-shogun fantasia.
Too often, these colorful displays wear the
disguise of cultural exchange when in fact
they contribute nothing to expanded global
consciousness, they successfully argued.
How valuable is the Hope-Meiji Gakuin
exchange? Obviously, Hope students are not
going to grasp in three-week stints the com-
plexities of a society which has been described
as psychologically and linguistically veiled by
people who've lived there for years.
Hope senior Jennifer Irons, who spent the
entire last year studying at Tokyo's Waseda
University through a Great Lakes Colleges
Association program, confirms the difficulty
of fully understanding the Japanese because of
different ways of interacting.
"Much of what the Japanese say to each
other often seems to be without words," she
notes.
Similarly, Mayumi Kato, a Japanese stu-
dent who studied at Hope last year, came
hoping to understand the American
character and, in so doing, come to a deeper
recognition of himself. However, at year's
end his conclusion was, "I even could not tell
what I did not understand."
And yet, the short-term exchanges fre-
quently are beginnings which at very least
make participants more aware of their cross-
cultural attractions. In large part, American
interest in Japan is economic, as the smaller
nation's success at home has made it a
mighty competitor in world markets. Yet, the
attraction can be more deeply explored, as
Time magazine did in a 1983 issue totally
devoted to the subject of Japan.
"In some ways, America and Japan are
interesting commentaries on each other,"
Japanese greeting penned by Chieko Mizui, a
senior from Tokyo.
Time correspondents wrote. "The Japanese
affinity for Americans represents in part the
simple attraaion of opposites. The Japanese
live an intricate and compact life — 119 mil-
lion of them crowded onto islands the size of
Montana. No new blood, or little, has entered
the Japanese gene pool for 1,200 years.
Americans are a sprawlingly expansive people
whose chromosomes are a genetic brawl, an
ingathering from all the tribes of the
world. . . .
"The Japanese think of Americans as far-
ranging hunters, individualists, carnivores.
They think of themselves as wet-rice farmers,
rooted for many centuries in the same corner
of the same prefecture. Perhaps each culture
is wistful for the virtues and attractions of the
other."
The experiences of the past 20 years con-
firm that such wistfulness is heightened in
the short weeks of the Hope-Meiji Gakuin
exchanges. That wistfulness can easily
develop into broadened experiences and
awareness. The more Hope and Meiji Gakuin
strengthen the girders of their bridge, the
more frequently travelled it becomes.
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Basketball beckons fans
An outstanding nucleus of experienced se-
nior players once again gives cause for opti-
mism for the Hope men's basketball team.
The Flying Dutchmen of coach Glenn Van
Wieren have won four straight MIAA cham-
pionships and have been to the NCAA Divi-
sion III national championships the last three
seasons.
The team was ranked first in the nation
among Division III teams most of last season
and were the only NCAA school to go
through the regular season undefeated (22-0).
Ticket manager Jane Mason reports that
enthusiasm for the season is high. Already all
reserved season tickets are sold and capacity
audiences are predicted for most home games.
VAN WIEREN HENSON
Three Hope games are scheduled for live
television this coming season — Dec. 4 at
Grand Valley, Jan. 23 at Calvin and Feb. 16
against Calvin at home.
"Our strength is in our seniors," reports
Van Wieren who begins his eighth season as
head coach. "Our primary goal this season
will be to develop the bench strength that in
recent years has been the hallmark of our
successful program."
Graduated from last year's team are center
Jeff Heerdt and play-making guard Todd
Schuiling. Returning are nine lettermen, in-
cluding six seniors.
Up front the team will be led by 6-6 power
forward Chip Henry of Kentwood, Mich. Last
year as a junior Henry became the first Hope
player ever to achieve Kodak All-America
first team status. He was also voted the
Michigan male College Basketball Player of
the Year by the Michigan Basketball Advisory
Council and shared most valuable player hon-
ors in the MIAA with Randy Morrison of
Olivet College. Henry led the team in scoring
last year with 17 points per game, shot 62
percent from the floor and averaged nearly
eight rebounds a contest.
Also returning up front will be senior for-
ward John Klunder of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
who was one of four starters averging in
double figures last year with an 11.3 points
per game clip.
The third returning starter is senior guard
Dave Beckman of Shelby, Mich., who last
year led the MIAA in shooting percentage
and has an outstanding lifetime average of
62%. Beckman's 66% field goal average in all
games last year ranked him second in the
nation in NCAA Division III.
Other returning veterans who saw consid-
erable action last year are junior guard Scott
Gelander of St. Joseph, Mich., who averaged
6.5 points per game and led the team in free
throw accuracy at 87%, senior center Dan
Gustad of Manistee, Mich., whose six points
per game average included several crowd-
pleasing dunks, and senior guard Jeff Oils of
Chelsea, Mich., who saw action in every
game.
The Dutchmen will play an expanded
schedule of 24 games (two more than pre-
viously allowed by the MIAA), including a
tournament at Ohio Wesleyan University and
a two-night holiday tournament involving
Reformed Church colleges Central and North-
western of Iowa and western Michigan rival
Calvin. Wheaton College of Illinois is back on
the schedule after an absence of several years.
Senior forward John Klunder will bring his 11.3 points-per-game record to bear on this year's
season.
The Hope women's basketball team enters
the 1984-85 campaign with a solid core of
returning letterwinners and several promising
newcomers, coming off their most successful
season in history.
The Flying Dutch will be coached by Carol
Henson who also guided the Hope field
hockey team this fall. Henson previously was
an instructor in physical education and coach
at Christian High School in San Diego, Calif.,
where she also served as athletic director and
girls basketball coach.
She also coached girl's basketball at Sebring
(Fla.) High School where in 1978 she was
voted the coach of the year in the school's
conference. She received the bachelor of sci-
ence degree from Central Michigan Univer-
sity and the master of arts in education
degree from Azusa Pacific University in Cal-
ifornia. At Central Michigan, Henson was a
four year starter on the women's basketball
team.
A year ago the Flying Dutch posted at 15-7
record and were fourth in the MIAA race
with a 7-5 mark. The record was especially
impressive because Hope playedonly seven of
its 22 games at home. During the season
Hope won two tournament championships,
the Covenant Classic in Tennessee and the
Trinity Invitational in Illinois.
Hope ended with an eight point margin of
victory over its opponents and twice during
the season put together five game winning
streaks. They set new single season records
for field goal shooting (44%), free throw
accuracy (62%) and scoring (68.3 points per
game).
The Flying Dutch must replace graduates
Robin Pfeiffer and Mary Schaap. A guard,
Pfeiffer was Hope's alltime leading scorer
while Schaap graduated as the career leader in
rebounds.
Leading the returnees is junior Karen Gin-
gras of Lansing, Mich., who became the first
Hope player to be voted to the Michigan
Intercollegiate Athletic Association all-con;
ference women's basketball team. She set a
new Hope single season scoring record with
324 points.
Other returning veterans include junior
guard Beth Beachum of Lowell, Mich., senior
forward Tami Japenga of Grand Haven,
Mich., and junior guard Annette Van Engen
of Mattawan, Mich. Japenga was voted the
team's most improved player a year ago. She
and Beachum will co-captain the Flying Dutch
this season.
The Flying Dutch have nine home dates at
the Dow Center this season, including an
invitational tournament on January 4-5 in-
volving Wheaton College and.Trinity Chris-
tian College of Illinois, and Taylor University
of Indiana. The season opens with the Great
Lakes Colleges Association tournament at the
College of Wooster in Ohio on Nov. 30-Dec.
1.
Karen Gringas, who last season dunked a
record 324. points, intends to keep her win-
ning drive in full gear.
H-Club honorees
Four Hope College alumni who dis-
tinguished themselves as student-athletes
were honored by the alumni H-Club during
its annual Homecoming luncheon.
The H-Club is comprised of Hope alumni
who participated in intercollegiate athletics
while students.
Honored were Faye Berens '82 of Grand
Rapids, Mich.; Doug Formsma '68 of Broken
Arrow, Okla.; the Rev. John Kleinheksel '60
of Zeeland, Mich.; and Tom Page '72 of
Holland, Mich.
The H-Club also gave special recognition to
Tom Renner, director of college relations, for
his work in publicizing the athletic program.
Berens was the first Hope female athlete to
win 12 letters as she competed four years in
volleyball, basketball and softball. She was
voted to the AIAW all-state team in softball
four straight years.
Formsma was a standout runner on Hope
cross-country and track teams. As a senior he
was the MIAA's most valuable runner in
cross-country and was the league track cham-
pion in both the mile and two mile runs. All
of his performances were in school record
times.
Kleinheksel has the distinction of holding
the oldest existing Hope and MIAA track
record. In 1958 as a sophomore Kleinheksel
cleared 23 feet, 6-1/2 inches in the long jump
to win his first of three consecutive MIAA
championships in that event. Kleinheksel was
also a letterwinner in basketball, playing on
MIAA championship teams his sophomore
and junior years.
Page was voted the MIAA's most valuable
golfer in 1971 and was a member of the all-
conference team as both a junior and senior.
It was the last time Hope had the league
MVP in golf.
Renner, a member of the Hope staff since
1967, coordinates the College's public rela-
tions programs, including sports information.
Several of his sports publications have re-
ceived national awards. He also serves as
publicist for the Michigan Intercollegiate Ath-
letic Association.
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Lost a daughter or
gained a bathroom?
by Pat Jones
I've been in Holland for five years. I am
not a Hope College graduate, nor did I ever
matriculate at Hope. None of my relatives
has ever attended Hope. I do not have a
Dutch name. There is no one in my family
who has given his moniker to a Hope College
cottage. I don't even hold a Dow Center card.
In fact, for the last five years I have had no
credentials to enable me to claim Hope Col-
lege as my Alma Mater, or even my Alma
Shoestring Relation. Believe me, in Holland,
Michigan, this is not an enviable position.
But now — listen to the trumpets blare! In
September of 1984, Hope College became
mine! I am the proud parent of a freshman
daughter. She lives in Dykstra Hall! She
attended The Pull and is participating in
Nykerk. She passes the anchor every day, and
dines at Phelps Hall. The chairs she sits in
were donated by the Hope College Women's
League. She swims at the Dow. Yes sir, that's
my baby, and yes sir, that's our college.
What a feeling— beats believing!
On the other hand, I've gained a college
but I've lost a daughter. She's only a few
blocks down the street — why do I feel as if
she were in Siberia? It's not quite like that
first day of kindergarten when I launched her
on her first voyage. 1 cried then, but I knew
she'd be home for peanut butter and jelly at
lunch. That was a new chapter. Now I'm
crying, because this is a new book. Will it be
poetry or prose; tragedy or comedy; mystery
or a Harlequin Romance; hard cover or pa-
perback? It's out of my hands now. She is the
writer and the author.
1 miss her! I miss her! It is nice to have
the bathroom back. The air is not split with
whirring hair dryers and hard rock. The tele-
phone receiver lies peacefully in its cradle. All
is quiet on the domestic front. But — I'm
accustomed to the trace of something in the
air: — accustomed to her face. I miss her!
I also miss — the hair dryer, three lipsticks,
the curling iron, the luggage, my favorite
skirts, three pairs of earrings, six sweaters
and my radio. If I don't make it to Parents
Weekend it's because I have nothing to wear!
As I think about this experience (you must
indulge me — she's my first) songs keep hum-
ming around in my head. The list includes:
"Button up Your Overcoat," "I Wonder
Who's Kissing Her Now," "You'll Never
Walk Alone," "Climb Every Mountain," and
the parents' favorite, "Oh, We Ain't Got a
Barrel of Money — maybe we're ragged and
funny — but we've got a kid in Hope Col-
lege." Hopefully she ain't "Misbehavin'' and
will come "Shining Through."
Oh, what questions haunt me! Did I teach
her table manners (I can't remember)? Does
she have good etiquette (it all went by so
fast)? Will she have an accident? Does she
have enough matching socks? Will she clean
her room? Will she pass? How can she possi-
bly get along without .me nagging her? Can
anyone ever love her as much or be as proud
of her as her father and I are?
I'm sure some of these questions and con-
cerns qnd feelings are on the minds of fellow-
parents. It's part of the territory. Perhaps I
can pass on some "insider's" information
which will help put your mind at ease.
For those of you who don't know our fair
city — there is a church on every corner. Hol-
land is not dry — but only a little wet. Every-
one here smiles and says hello. The streets
roll up at 9:00. There is an excellent police
force.
More significantly, Hope College will give
our freshmen individual and personalized
tender nurture and guidance. I know in my
heart of hearts I couldn't do it better myself.
In my husband's words, "If you are going
to spend all of your money in one place, it
couldn't be a better place than Hope."
And when all such wisdom fails, I take
heart in knowing it's only a few weeks until
Thanksgiving vacation.
I wonder how I'm going to break it to
Kirsty that her sister has taken over her
room?
Pat /ones is the mother of freshman Kirsty.
She teaches children's dramatics and is the
wife of a Reformed Church minister.
Who takes over when
\
The housemother may he a thing of
the past hut all is still under control
in Hope dorms and cottages
by Laurie Brown
The term R. A. holds many connota-
tions. For some it suggests an authori-
ty figure, a leader, a surrogate parent,
perhaps even an enemy. But for most
an R. A. is a friend. Resident as-
sistants, head residents and assistant
head residents act as buffers that lessen
the hard edges of life in the residence
units. Defining the roles of Hope's 75
R. A.s and assistant R. A.s (all stu-
dents) and 27 head residents (adults) is
difficult because of the variety of living
units and number of students under
their charge. But all have agreed to
devote a significant amount of their
time to help Hope's 1,650 students who
live in campus housing.
Her door is always open on 3rd floor
Kollen and that could mean a’ lot of
traffic for Laurey Ellertson, Jr. As R.
A. in Kollen Hall, Ellertson is in charge
of 48 women. Experienced as a former
R. A. in Dykstra Hall, she decided to
move to the other side of campus and
tackle the job of an R. A. on a flo&r
rather than the cluster system of rooms
in Dykstra.
"Since I am a communication major,
I have a deep interest in people, and
also I wanted to give back to people the
good experience received in my fresh-
man dorm experience."
Ellertson sees the job of R. A. as
being a role model and she claims a
deep sense of devotion to her "girls."
"I am very careful not to be just a
police officer, but rather a friend," she
notes.
Ellertson feels the term friendship is
the key to being a good R. A. "What
I've learned from being an R..A. is
establishing relationships, learning to
remain removed when a situation calls
for an authority figure, coping with
being dishked because of your position,
but, more importantly, learning to take
constructive criticism."
Because of their prominence, R. A.s
are subjects of occasional pranks.
Ellertson can recall one such time when
she first began her R. A. position.
After frequent reminders of parietals
and the departure of male visitors on
the floor before midnight, Ellertson's
cluster thought it would be humerous
to "penny" in a male visitor at 11:55
p.m. in her room. Not only did they
jam the room door but also the clus-
ter's door. A
"Here I was breaking the rules that I
just reminded everyone to obey while I
had a girlfriend frantically hammering
my escape from the outside of the
cluster — we weren't set free until 1:30
a.m."
The job may be hectic and at times
thankless, but she enjoys the friend-
ships she has formed.
"I love knowing that I have been an
influence in someone's life and it is a
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Moms & Dads take off?
great feeling when your old 'girls'
come back and visit."
To some it may seem that being an
R. A. in a cottage is a piece of cake
because of the small number of stu-
dents living there, but experienced R.
A.s say there is a bigger chance of
personality clashes in smaller units.
They also report that because the cot-
tages are generally older structures
than dorms, being an R. A. there de-
mands a certain amount of fix-it inge-
nuity to see breakdowns through until
maintenance arrives.
Kevin Spoils, Sr., Welmers cottage
R. A., can't complain,' however. He
says, "Cottage life is the best kind of
college life," and he and his seven
cottage-mates have found Welmers a
great place to live.
Spotts, a second-year R. A. in
Welmers, enjoys the job, especially
since things run so smoothly there that
usually the only thing distinguishing
him from his charges is that he's the
one who takes out the trash!
"In my freshman year in Durfee
Hall, my R. A. always had his door
open so I guess that is the type of
attitude I take "
Welmers Cottage is run basically on
the principle of being open to one an-
other's feelings.
"If the music is too loud — you just
go and ask them to turn it down rather
than setting quiet hours. ... I have no
problems with being an R. A. because
they are all my friends — I don't feel as
if I am an authority but I would be if I
had to be."
Welmers residents, like their dorm
counterparts, plan activities such as
"Date Night" and other social
activities.
"We do things as a cottage, so my
position as R. A. is that I come as a
friend and am looked to as an equal,"
he said.
They know that manning an all-male
dorm wasn't going to be easy, but
Gregg and Mary Afman accepted the
challenge of serving as head residents
of Durfee Hall last fall and are now in
their second year on the job.
"The main reason was to get in-
volved with students on a different
Seeing students in a different light: Durfee Hall head residents Gregg and Mary Afman with
son David.
A friend among equals: Welmers Cottage R.A. Kevin Spotts (seated left) and housemates
(clockwise) Nat Buurma. Blaine Brumels, Doug Hall and Brian Gardner.
level — to see what other situations
happen to students," explained Gregg,
also assistant professor of physical edu-
cation. For Mary, it was a job that
could get her involved with the stu-
dents and yet enable her to be home
with her active 3 1/2 year-old, David.
The Afmans are one of seven "fac-
ulty couples" who live in Hope resi-
dence halls as head residents. Over the
years that old dorm fixture, the house-
mother, has become extinct at Hope.
Head residents are now couples or
young singles.
The Afmans' enthusiasm towards
being head residents is very evident.
Both having been R. A.s at Calvin
College, they had an idea what being
head residents meant.
"My R. A. experience was one of the
best of my college years," said Gregg.
"With this knowledge, we are trying to
make Durfee a positive experience
these guys can have in their years at
Hope," explained Mary.
The Afmans expressed that living in
a dorm is a unnatural situation both
for David and them, but when they
leave next year "we certainly are going
to miss the fun," said Mary.
As head residents, one of their roles
can be acting as surrogate parents.
"I get a lot of questions about how
to remove stains and how much soap I
should use. I especially feel like a'mom
when I'm baking cookies and the guys
smell them and come down to see
what's in the oven," Mary said.
The positive experience for Gregg is
he gets to see his students in a differ-
ent light.
"I see them in the classroom and on
a team but now I feel that I can under-
stand them better because I see what
they are experiencing in day-to-day
living."
Gregg and Mary have been planning
many dorm activities — study breaks, a
hay ride, dances and a movie night.
The Afmans claim that resident life in
Durfee is never dull.
"One month last winter a guy came
running to the apartment yelling that
the kitchen in Durfee was on fire.
Much to our surprise,' informs Mary.
"The smoke billowing from the oven
was not from a burning pizza but from
a pair of boots put in a warm place to
dry!"
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A man for/all season^
by Dick Hoekstra
Who has the best won-lost percentage
and has won more Michigan Intercollegiate
Athletic Association (MIAA) titles in one
sport than any coach in Hope College
history?
If you guessed men's basketball coach
Glenn Van Wieren or football coach Ray
Smith, guess again.
With a 71-6 (92.2 percent!) dual meet
record through 1983 and 11 MIAA champi-
onships in his 13 years of coaching men's
cross-country, the correct answer is
William Vanderbilt, professor of physical
education.
How has he been able to achieve such a
high degree of success in a sport in which
Hope had won only one MIAA title prior
to 1971 (a shared crown with Albion in
1953)?
Vanderbilt presents his theory.
"Anytime a team does well there are a
lot of variables that enter into the success,
but a college coach that's realistic realizes
how important material is — and we've had
a lot of fine runners in our program here,"
he said.
Two of Vanderbilt's 1984 captains offer
additional reasons:
"As a coach, he's able to bring out the
competitive spirit in his athletes without
creating unnecessary pressure," said senior
co-captain Scott VandeVorde of Parchment,
Mich. "By the very nature of his person-
ality, he generates enthusiasm which makes
cross-country an enjoyable sport."
Much of the fun involved in cross-coun-
try at Hope comes back to Vanderbilt's
sense of humor, which extends to every
event in life — even the biggest meet of the
season. Two years ago, before a Hope run-
ner raced Calvin to determine the league
championship, Vanderbilt was quoted in
The Anchor as saying, "Any way you slice
the banana it's going to be a wing-ding."
(The meet was a wing-ding as Calvin edged
Hope 27-28.)
The topic of bananas brings to mind
another example of Vanderbilt's humor.
Last season, senior Brian Taylor mentioned
on a Saturday trip back to Holland from a
meet in Carthage, Wis., that his wife
would love to make banana bread but that
Taylor always ate each bunch of bananas
they bought before the fruit became
overripe.
The next Monday, Vanderbilt handed a
surprised Taylor an unmarked shopping bag
filled with overripe bananas.
Masked beneath his sense of humor,
Vanderbilt is serious about his coaching and
he prepares for each season and individual
workout as such.
"He's on our level and he knows what
we need for each meet," said senior captain
Jane Northuis of Grand Haven, Mich. "For
instance, if we have a meet coming up on a
course with a lot of hills, he'll have us
work out on hills in the week or two before
that race."
"He knows his stuff and he's well-in-
formed," she concluded. Both VandeVorde
and Northuis added that these enthusiastic
and well-informed characteristics transcend
Vanderbilt's coaching techniques to his
classroom, administrative, and other tasks
as well.
TEACHER/COUNSELOR
Besides teaching courses dealing with the
psychology of physical activity and sport
and the relationships between sport and
culture, Vanderbilt spends approximately
10 hours a week counseling students.
He works with about half of the phys ed
majors, coordinating schedules, advising
about the future, writing letters of recom-
mendation, making phone calls to prospec-
tive employers, and generally ironing out
day-to-day difficulties students come upon.
Not all the students who see Vanderbilt
set up appointments. Some just drop in and
others he will call in.
"He's a relationship person," said col-
league Van Wieren. "He has a terrific
knack for understanding people and an abil-
ity to motivate their thought processes."'4
Vanderbilt's role with the phys ed majors
has been especially important.
"He's very interested in the placement of
our majors, convincing the really good stu-
dents to go to graduate school to make the
most of their abilities and helping those
who want to get jobs in recreation or
whatever," said DeVette.
Vanderbilt coordinates many internships
throughout the year for majors as well.
For example, he helped set up an in-
ternship for VandeVorde with physical
therapist Jeff Green in Zeeland because of
Scott's interest in physical therapy as a
career.
SPORTS SOCIOLOGIST
Since stepping down as chairperson of
the phys ed department in 1980 after eight
years in that position, some of Vanderbilt's
time has been spent in a new direction: the
topic of religion and sport.
He has developed a senior seminar class,
written articles for the Church Herald and
the Grand Rapids Press, and led discussions
at Northwestern College in Iowa and in
Sunday school at Holland's Christ Memori-
al Reformed Church that deal with the
topic. _ /
In a nutshell, Vanderbilt believes the way
a Christian behaves in sports competition
should be different from his or her non-
Christian counterpart.
A Christian, he maintains, should have a
healthy attitude toward winning and los-
ing — believing that winning isn't every-
thing and treating the opposition with
respect. Also, the Christian coach should
not exploit the athlete by condoning ac-
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WATCH HER GO! Coach Bill Vanderbilt checks the
speed of Gayle Bond, a sophomore from
Williamston, Mich.
Another area Vanderbilt studies is the
new role of women in sports, which he can
relate to through personal experience be-
cause he's coached Hope's women's cross-
country team since its inception in 1980.
"Being a part of the growth of women's
*aort and seeing them get the same shake
me men are getting and the same support
and encouragement has been exciting for
me," he said.
The women's team at Hope receives the
same support and encouragement as the
men's team, in both principle and practice,
I because the teams practice together daily
s and compete in the same meets,e "All being on one team, pushing for each
other, has made both teams better," he
noted. "It's exciting to see men and wom-
en, freshmen and seniors, come together
l5 into one team — it's a sociology lesson in
itself."
j. In the last year, Vanderbilt has also been
completing a book with DeVette on coach-
ing basketball.
,y DeVette's chapters deal with strategy and
fundamentals while Vanderbilt's look into
the physiology, history, psychology, and
'Teparation techniques of coaching
a basketball.
ADMINISTRATOR
In addition to studying topics in sports
-'ciology, Vanderbilt keeps up to date with
the latest happenings in physical education
around the country.
"He's interested in moving our depart-
ment ahead by trying to keep us informed
with what's going on as a member of
AAHPERD (American Alliance for Health,
Physical Education, Recreation and Dance),
by sponsoring Phi Epsilon Kappa, the phys
ed fraternity on campus, and by encourag-
ing faculty members to offer new courses,"
said DeVette.
The past three years, Vanderbilt also has
served as a vice-president of the Division
III Cross-Country Coaches Association and
will move up to president in November,
replacing Tim Hale of the University of
Rochester.
In 1981 and 1982, he was second vice-
president of the association, a job which
primarily included putting together a
monthly newsletter during cross-country
season. Last fall, he moved on to the first
vice-presidency which includes attending
meetings and scheduling speakers for the
Division III Nationals.
In November, he begins a two-year term
as president, which involves presiding over
meetings and revising the agenda. He will
be replaced in 1986 by Nettie Morrison of
Pomona-Pitzer, the first woman to hold
office in the association. Vanderbilt was
selected by his fellow coaches for these
positions because of his outstanding lead-
ership as shown in managing the NCAA
Great Lakes Regional cross-country meet
hosted by Hope in 1980.
HOPE MAN
"It certainly wasn't a one-man job," said
Vanderbilt of the regionals success.
"Everybody helped so much, but I guess
that's a characteristic of Hope: when
there's a job to be done, people respond. "
Vanderbilt graduated from Hope in 1961
and chose to come back to teach in 1967
when Hope added a physical education ma-
jor. He taught previously at Coopersville
(Mich.) Junior High and at New Trier East
High of Winnetka, 111.
While at New Trier, Vanderbilt declined
an offer to work for the admissions depart-
ment here despite "warm feelings about
Hope."
"I didn't want to go for the same reason
I didn't want to run my father's business in
Wisconsin," he said, referring to his chance
to return to Adell, where he grew up with
two sisters — both now married to minis-
ters, to run the egg and bus businesses
after his dad died.
"I enjoyed the activities, sports, coach-
ing, and relationships with the kids," he
said. "I was having fun and life's too short
to go to something I didn't want to do."
Soon after passing up the admission of-
fer, however, Vanderbilt received an offer
to become a part of the phys ed department
at Hope — and he accepted. The new phys
ed major program was developed in 1967
when he came.
"I'm grateful that I had the opportunity
to cqme here at a relatively young age and
come at such an exciting time," said
Vanderbilt.
FAMILY MAN
"The one thing that's most important in
my life would be doing God's will and
doing my best with my family and their
activities as well as the church and my
other tasks," Vanderbilt stated.
He and his wife Pat, a 1962 Hope gradu-
ate, have attended Christ Memorial Re-
formed — where he has served as an elder a
couple times — since moving to Holland in
1967.
Pat currently teaches junior high English
in Hudsonville while daughter Susan, a
ninth grader, attends Hamilton High.
About 10 years ago, the Vanderbilt fami-
ly moved from the city to east of Holland,
sort of "back in the woods."
"We needed some elbow room and the
chance to have dogs and cats and a gar-
den — I'm a frustrated gardener," explained
Vanderbilt.
Daughter Sandy, a senior, and son Bill, a
freshman, each decided to attend Hope after
graduating from Hamilton.
"Both my wife and I had a great experi-
ence at Hope and we think highly of the
College and what it can mean in the lives
of young people," he said. "So when our
kids decided to come here — and they vis-
ited other schools — we wanted them to
make the decision as to where they wanted
to be."
COACH
Although God and family may be most
important to Vanderbilt, the public arena
which characterizes the man is his
coaching.
He had coached soccer and JV men's
basketball before he learned, while pursuing
doctoral studies in Utah in 1970, that he
would be Hope's next cross-country coach
in the fall. Vanderbilt initially felt the job
would be a waste of time because it only
involved about six athletes compared to the
25-30 he coached in soccer.
"But it wasn't long and we had 15, 20,
25, 30 and now close to 40 runners coming
out so that problem took care of itself," he
said.
Soon Vanderbilt was enjoying taking the
bus out in a different direction each day
with his athletes at 3:45. He even ran a
portion of their workout with them and
still does.
He found through the interaction with
his athletes and continued coaching a love
of the sport of cross-country and the dedi-
cation it demanded: months of training
before the season, two hours a day training
during the season, and meets nearly every
Saturday — some out of state.
Even with almost 40 people in his squad
now, he doesn't look on coaching as a
burden. Rather he looks forward to the fall
each year.
Remnants from his dad's bus business add
a comic touch as Vanderbilt transports the
cross-country team to the country for daily
training runs back into town.
A 40-member team represents a lot of
people to keep in touch with, but Vander-
bilt has his ways.
"Every day when I'm sitting at the
wheel of the bus, 1 make a conscious effort
to call each runner by name and say some-
thing to him or her," he explained. "When
the captains are leading the stretching exer-
cises, I'll try to move around to kids that
have something I know about going on in
their lives that I can talk about, especially
how they're doing in their courses and how
they're getting along with their room-
mates — the nitty-gritty of things that make
or break their experience at Hope."
Vanderbilt discussed how he hopes he's
viewed as a coach.
"I'd like athletes to know I care about
them as people and that I want the best for
them," he said. "Also when the game is
over, that there are values that arc far
greater than winning or losing. I'd like
them to see I cared for each person and
helped maximize their ability — even if they
were down the line or different from the
way I was."





Dick Kruizenga scoffs at being called
"one of Hope College's most successful
alumni."
"I simply don't think in those
terms," says Kruizenga, vice president
of corporate planning for the Exxon
Corporation headquartered in New
York City.
"If I can define 'success' in terms of
the satisfaction I get from my job, my
family and my personal life, then I'd
call myself 'successful.'"
The road that would eventually lead
Kruizenga to fast-paced Manhattan be-
gan in the West Michigan town of
Spring Lake, 30 minutes north of Hol-
land. Educated at nearby Grand Haven
High School, Kruizenga went on to
graduate from Hope in 1952 with a
B.A. in economics.
The Hope graduate recently spent a
day in Holland meeting with College
.administrators to discuss Hope's up-
coming capital fund-raising campaign.
Kruizenga will chair the Campaign
committee soliciting support from cor-
porations and foundations. Despite a
full schedule on his "day away from his
high-rise office, Kruizenga willingly
took time to share some thoughts
about his alma mater and his experi-
ences since leaving Hope.
Watching him lean back in his chair
and listening to his cool and unhurried
talk, one gets the idea that life in the
"fast lane" of international business
has had a negligible effect on
Kruizenga.
Musing over his decision to attend
Hope, the corporate executive recalls
that he and his siblings "didn't have to
go to Hope, but if we didn't^we had
better have had a good reason why
not!"
As a Hope undergrad, Kruizenga was
unsure what course of study to follow:
teaching, science or math. He found
economics "challenging and stimulat-
ing," and thus concentrated his efforts
in that field.
"Hope gave me a broad education
and helped me narrow down my
choices. Hope helped me focus my at-
tention on what I really wanted to do,"
he says.
Kruizenga cites former economics
professor Dwight P. Yntema as having
profound influence on the direction of
his studies and career.
"Quite frankly, many students found
Professor Yntema's lectures dull and
often fell asleep in his class! But I
found him a very solid professor," says
Kruizenga, who counts Yntema as one
of his few "heroes."
Both Yntema and Kruizenga have
been awarded Hope's Distinguished
Alumnus Award.
After earning his Ph.D. in economics
at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology under the tutelage of Nobel-
prfzewinning economist Paul Sam-
uelson, Kruizenga taught at M.I.T. for
a year before joining the Standard Oil
Company of New Jersey (now Exxon
Corporation) in 1957.
"I never second-guessed my decision
to go into business," says Kruizenga.
"I was interested in applied research
instead of just theory. Yet I always
expected to go back into teaching."
He. never made it back to academia.
Instead, Kruizenga moved on to the
Humble Oil and Refining Company as
the head of their economics department
in 1963. At that time Humble was
Standard's U.S. operating company.
In 1966 he became the manager of
the Economics Department and subse-
quently chief economist of Standard
Oil Company (New Jersey).
Further moves within the Exxon Cor-
poration took Kruizenga and his family
to Japan, Australia and Malaysia. He
calls his years of living abroad "a tre-
mendous learning experience."
"Living in Tokyo, Sydney and Ma-
laysia taught me that there are more
ways of looking at the world than one's
own. It was important to me to 'get
inside' the culture where we lived and
then operate our business in accordance
with both that culture's principles and
our principles."
Kruizenga calls American business
abroad a "good ambassador."
"American business generally has a
high reputation abroad," reports
Kruizenga. "And it's run more profes-
sionally than any other country's
business."
Kruizenga describes international
business as a "process of partnership"
between business and foreign govern-
ments who are interested in protecting
their interests against the power of the
multinationals.
"Although the relationship between a
firm and a government is generally one
of respect," Kruizenga admits, "that
doesn't mean you as a representative of
American business are always warmly
embraced."
Japanese society intrigued Kruizenga.
"The Japanese culture is tremen-
dously complicated," he explains.
"After one year there I was just begin-
ning to understand it."
Just as Kruizenga was beginning to
feel comfortable and effective working
in Japan, he moved on to the island
continent of Australia.
"As far as living and working goes,
Austraha was the best place to live,"
Kruizenga allows. Living in cosmopoli-
tan Sydney with its beautiful climate
and good schools for his children, De-
rek and Meg, he found he was a good
fit.
Derek is now with PepsiCo in New
York, and Meg is a Bryn Mawr College
senior, majoring in history.
Kruizenga smiles when he recalls the
considerable differences between living
in Australia dnd Malaysia. He ob-
viously retains much warmth and re-
spect for the Third World nation where
in different ways life was exciting and
challenging.
"Malaysia is a very independent,
rapidly developing country," affirms -
Kruizenga. He is proud that Exxon's
policy is to hire and train Malaysians
to work in their own country rather
than to import labor.
Kruizenga is sensitive to the needs of
both developing nations and business
alike. As chairman and chief executive
officer of Esso Malaysia Berhad and
Esso Production Malaysia Inc.,
Kruizenga had to pursue the interests
of his firm's shareholders within the
sometimes differing framework and
laws of both the Malaysian and U. S.
governments.
"We always tried to interface with
the community in positive ways," he
says. " 'Public relations' is not a dirty
word. Public relations is simply ex-
plaining yourself to the community."
Margaret Feldmann Krqizenga '52,
Kruizenga's wife, received a master's
degree in sociology from Boston Uni-
versity in 1953. According to
Kruizenga, although she has not fol-
lowed a professional career, she has
retained an active interest in sociology
and anthropology through studying
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foreign cultures and collecting artifacts.
Kruizenga is understandably enthusi-
astic about Hope's program to "inter-
nationalize" its curriculum.
"It is becoming increasingly difficult
for Americans desiring employment
abroad to find it," he reports. "At the
same time the world is coming closer
and closer together."
The Exxon Foundation is funding a
program to equip Hope's faculty to
teach from an international perspective.
The program was implemented last
spring.
What about business in America and
its image here? Kruizenga believes
business has a better image today than
during the Kennedy and Johnson years.
"Expectations are diminished today,"
he reports. "Ever since Watergate, ex-
pectations of everyone — politicians,
civil servants, businessmen — have gone
down. There's more realism today,
more taking business for what it is and
what it can do — and less artificial ex-
pectations of what it cannot do."
Kruizenga's attitude towards the
world energy situation is upbeat.
"The world has become more energy
efficient," he suggests, "and we realize
energy sources will not be exhausted as
soon as we thought a few years ago.
We have more time."
"More time" is allowing more care-
ful decisions about alternative energy.
"We're not rushing into things any-
more," says Kruizenga. "We're mov-
ing more deliberately. It's a more
positive situation."
Kruizenga's words are salted by fre-
quent references to "challenges" and
"rewards."
As manager of the logistics depart-
ment for Esso Standard Eastern,
Kruizenga's reward came in the actual,
physical progress he saw in the firm's
projects. His position as vice president
of corporate planning at Exxon poses
its own challenges.
"We try to position our firm in the.
best position in an unsteady market.
We face tough problems, and it's tough
to win the consensus of all involved
about how we should tackle those
problems."
Although he is not one to interrupt
silence with unnecessary chatter,
Kruizenga is emphatic and pointed in
his advice to young women and men
desiring to enter the world of "big
business."
"The most important thing is to get
some credentials," he advises. "For me
it was a Ph.D. For others it might be
an engineering degree or a'M.B.A. It
will help you get your foot in the door.
"And keep an open mind. Continue
to learn. Hope is just a beginning.
"Be flexible. It's difficult to know in
advance what options you'll have. So
be prepared to act and take risks —
sensible risks."
He pauses, searching for a synopsis
which comes with the efficiency and




A book by Dr. James P. Ronda '65 has
been nominated for a Pulitzer Prize in Ameri-
can history. He is professor of history at
Youngstown State University in Ohio.
lewis and Clark among the Indians, the
first and only full-scale study of the official
and personal relations of the expedition and
native peoples, was nominated by the Univer-
sity of Nebraska Press, publishers of the
book.
To gather firsthand observations for the
study, Ronda and his wife, Jeanne, traveled
the entire Lewis and Clark route, nearly 8,000
miles, in the summer of 1980.
Lewis and Clark among the Indians is
Ronda's fourth book and is the first in a
planned trilogy on the exploration of the
Illustrated with original drawings and
maps, the book offers a complete appraisal of
Lewis and Clark Indian relations and the role
of the expedition in the development of the
federal government's Indian policy. It in-
cludes a thorough analysis of Indian political,
diplomatic, and economic responses to the
expedition, and analyzes the complex personal
relations between explorers, and Indians.
Ronda received his master of arts degree
and his doctorate in American colonial history
from the University of Nebraska at Lincoln.
In the past decade he has published 12
scholarly articles and presented some 30 pa-
pers on Indian-white relations at various con-
ferences throughout the U.S. and Canada.
Four of his essays on Indian missions have
appeared in recent anthologies, and two pa-
pers on native map-makers will be included in
forthcoming collections.
His books include A Teacher's Guide to the
American Revolution, Indian Missions: A
Critical Bibliography, and john Eliot's Indian
Dialogues: A Study in Cultural Interaction.
Since joining the YSU faculty in 1969,
Ronda has received several research fel-
lowships and three Distinguished Professor
Awards.
Church appointee
The Rev. Arie Brouwer '56 has been nomi-
nated to become the next general secretary of
the National Council of Churches, the na-
tion's largest ecumenical organization with 40
million members.
Unanimously chosen from 75 candidates,
Brouwer is expected to be easily confirmed by
the Council's general board which meets in
November.
Brouwer, who for the past 16 months has
been associate general secretary of the World
Council of Churchs in Geneva, is described by
National Council of Churches nominee: Arie
Brouwer
The New York Times as "a seasoned ec-
umenist who wins acclaim from other church
leaders for his piety and devotion to social
justice."
The National Council of Churches has been
beleaguered in recent years by criticisms of
strong leftist leanings and a shakey spiritual
base. Brouwer's Reformed Church back-
ground, said The Times, provides "the stamp
of solid tradition and restrained but powerful
evangelical character" which is regarded by
many as necessary if the vitality of the NCC
is to be renewed.
A member of the Reformed Church's na-
tional staff since 1968, Brouwer was general
secretary of the denomination 1977-1983. He
is a graduate of Western Theological Semi-
nary and served churches in Michigan and
New Jersey.
In Geneva Brouwer has been responsible
for the World Council of Churches' efforts to
combat racial, economic and social injustice.
He has a special interest in churches in the
Soviet Union and South Africa. He was the
principal author of a 1979 document, "Choose
Life," an appeal by Russian and American
church leaders to end the nuclear arms race.
Praters frolic for Piomecoming
Pulitzer nominee: James P. Ronda
American West. The second, Astoria and Em-
pire: The Making of an American West, will
be a study of John Jacob Astor's Pacific Fur
Company, Astoria, and the creation of an
American empire in the Northwest. The
third, tentatively titled Dreams and Empires,
will focus on the legends and myths which
attracted Europeans to the New World.
Pulitzer Prize winners will be announced in
April in New York City. Winners each re-
ceive $1,000.
Dr. Ronda admits that the six-month wait
for the winners to be announced will be a
long one, but said the nomination alone is
exciting.
In addition to being nominated for a Pulit-
zer, the book has been nominated for the Ray
A. Billington Prize in American Frontier His-
tory, which is presented by the Organization
of American Historians.
The book is being printed and is scheduled
to be released in December. University of
Nebraska Press is making Lewis and Clark
among the Indians its lead book this year.
The professor employed ethnohistorical
techniques in the book, which combined disci-
plines of history, anthropology, archeology
and historical geography for intensive. study
of the original Lewis and Clark journals and
maps, as well as artifacts they gathered dur-
ing the expedition.
continued from page 5
van Putten '55. "Everyone, it seemed, wanted
to share in all the fun we were having."
Cal Poppink's ('65) era was much the same
as the 50's.
"The Frolics continued until the late 60's.
Having them and things like the All-Campus
Sing seemed to pull and tie our fraternity
closer together."
For Poppink joining OKE had an extra
dimension. He and his younger brother Jim
'67, followed in the steps of their father Bill
'37 and Uncle "Dutch" '38. On top of that,
their sisters joined the Sigma Sigma sorority
in he 60's, the sister sorority to the Fraternal
Society. For the Poppink's being Greek was
truly a family affair.
In the 70's, membership calmed down but
the Frater house in the fraternity compound
on 12th St. "remained pretty full until the
late 70's," stated Greg Slenk, '75. What con-
tinued, if the membership didn't, was the
prideful attitude held for an organization
placed in the highest esteem. "I'd do it all
over again now, no question," added Slenk.
Jim Hawken, '80, traveled from Rochester,
N.Y. to reunite with his friends from Hope.
"It's also been nice to meet and associate
with some of the guys from the earlier days.
I wouldn't have had any other chance to meet
"some of these guys."
"During my days on campus, ̂ the guys of
Fraternal thought we always had the most
fun of all the frats. And we did. I guess we
were the Oakland Raiders of the fraternities:
we played hard."
From every era came a few Fraternal broth-
ers who attained local or national promi-
nence: Mayo Hadden, retired U.S. Navy
Admiral; Phillip Waalkes, professor at Johns
Hopkins University; Seymour Padnos, steel
baron; Ekdal Buys, successful stock broker
and Hope College contributor; Bill Poppink,
doctor who operated on JFK after the as-
sassination attempt; Randall VandeWater, ed-
itor-in-chief of The Holland Sentinel; Russ
DeVette, Jim van Putten, Anthony Kooiker,
Jim Bultman and Bob DeYoung, Hope College
professors and staff members.
At the literary meeting youthful attitudes
raced through the room. Frater Bill Hill-
egonds delivered the evening's serious paper,
"The Fraternal Society, 150 Years of Impact
and Contribution; Testament or Tinsel, Tro-
jan Horse or Wooden Shoe."
"It is important for us to remain young
even when we're getting old. . How very
important it is for us to be like children even
after we become adults — not childish but chil-
dren," he said.
Festivities continued all weekend with spe-
cial recognition during the halftime ceremony
at the football game as President Van Wylen
was made an honorary Frater and presented
with a check for $1,000 from the Society for
the new library. A dinner-dance on Saturday
evening attracted more than 500 Praters and
spouses and brought the weekend to a close.
Perhaps inspired by Hillegonds' instruction,
"Die young as late as you can," Frank Lokk-
ers '43 summed things up: "I'd like to attend
the next 150th too. 1 sure hope all these men
can join me."
Who else could keep up?
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Hope is a family affair for these third and fourth generation frephmen.
Row 1: Scott T. Wolterink of Holland, Mich., son of Thomas D. Wolterink '63, grandson of
Paul G. '38 and Evelyn DeHaan '38 Wolterink, great-grandson of John Gerrit Wolterink '09;
Laura ]. Hoekenga of Montgomery, Ala., daughter of Willard P. '51 and Carol VanLare '52
Hoekenga, granddaughter of Elmer '25 and Deane Pelgrim '25 Van Lare, great-granddaughter
of Hubert Pelgrim '03; Pam A. Douma of Lowell, Mich., granddaughter of George '36 and
Florence Vis '36 Douma, great-granddaughter of Jean A. Vis '10; Jim Van Eenenaam of
Grand Haven, Mich., son of John '51 and Marianne Wierks '56 Van Eenenaam, grandson of
Gordon '24 and Isla Pruim '24 Van Eenenaam and of Harold '24 and Mary Boer '24 Wierks,
great-grandson of Nicholas Boer '97; Beth Gloecklar of Chesterland, Ohio, daughter of Paula
Brouwer '60 Gloeckler, granddaughter of Paul J. Brouwer '31, great-granddaughter of Jacob G.
Brouwer '04
Row 2: Matt Van Istendal of Louisville, Ky, son of Ethel Peelen '57 Van Istcndal, grandson of
Matthew '27 and Ethel Heneveld '29 Peelen; Kate Van Eenenaam of Watertown, N.Y.,
daughter of David Owen '57 and Elena Grace Bylsma '58 Van Eenenaam, granddaughter of
Gordon '24 and Isla Pruim '24 Van Eenenaam'; Cindy Tusch of Grandville, Mich., daughter of
Sheryl Yntema '58 Tusch and granddaughter of Stanley Yntema '31; Susan Beede of
Greenwich, N.Y., daughter of Alan Dodge '61 and Sondra Decker '60 Beede, granddaughter of
Irvin Hardenburg Decker '33; Gail Van Genderen of Holland, Mich., daughter of Kurt '63 and
Beverly Joeckel '62 Van Genderen, granddaughter of Stanley '36 and Fern Corteville '38
Joeckel
Row 3: Jill Burggraaf of Holland, Mich., daughter of John Henry '62 and Jackie Schrotenboer
'64 Burggraaf, granddaughter of Henry '27 and Ruth Hardie '25 Burggraaf; Melinda Nykamp
of Holland, Mich., daughter of Wade Nykamp '60, granddaughter of Esther Brink '29
Nykamp; Jill Toppen of Holland, Mich., daughter of Phillip R. '58 and Mary Harmeling '76
Toppen, granddaughter of Ruth Koskamp '37 Harmeling; Mark Laverman of Omaha, Neb.,
son of Bruce G. '62 and Mary Folkert '64 Laverman, grandson of Morris Folkert '38; Sarah
Rynbrandt of Holland, Mich., daughter of Calvin '61 and Marilyn Vander Wilt '62
Rynbrandt, granddaughter of Abraham '22 and Annetta Karsten '26 Rynbrandt; Laurie
Grosvenor of Decatur, Mich., daughter of Joan Van Dyke '64 Grosvenor, granddaughter of
Elmer '38 and Laure Van Klye '38 Van Dyke; Kathy van Leuwen of Trumbull, Conn.,
daughter of Bruce G. vanLeuwen '62, granddaughter of Bruce G. '33 and Myra Tencate '30
van Leuwen, and of Raymond L. '28 and Mable Moeke '28 Smith
Row 4: Tom DeGraaf of Ann Arbor, Mich., son of Daniel L. '53 and Myra Saunders '54
DeGraaf, grandson of Marie DeCook '27 Saunders; David Bast of Grand Rapids, Mich., son of
Robert L. '58 and Janet Wessels '59 Bast, grandson of Henry Bast '30; Heather Bolks of
Tarzana, Calif., daughter of Ervin J. '64 and Susan Pfleeger '64 Bolks, great-granddaughter of
Anna Hoekja 'll Maatman; Jonathan VanderVelde of Ann Arbor, Mich., son of John C. '52
and Marilyn Veldman '52 Vander Velde, grandson of Otto '15 and Margaret Denherder '15
Vander Velde and of Jerry A. '25 and Adelaide Borgman '25 Veldman; Kirk Kruithof of South
Haven, Mich., son of Frederick Kruithof '61, grandson of Bastion Kruithof, Hope professor
I957-72.
Not pictured: Lisa Lee Peelen of Marion, Ala., daughter of George '60 and Jean Paduch '63
Peelen, granddaughter of Matthew '27 and Ethel Heneveld '29 Peelen; Kristin Beth Tidd of
Hamilton, Mich., daughter of Carl '62 and Ruth DeWitt '62 Tidd, granddaughter of Margaret
Keizer DeWitt, Prep School '28; Mike Haverdink of Hudsonville, Mich., son of Gary '64 and
Arlene Beimers '64 Haverdink, grandson of Evelyn Kleinhekel '33 Haverdink
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ALUMNI NEWS
alumni beat
by Vem Schipper '51
Associate Director of College Relations for
Alumni Affairs
"Hats Off to the Faculty" was o.ur Homecoming
theme and the Alumni Association will continue to
salute the Hope College faculty throughout the
year. Whenever and wherever alumni gather, they
comment on how much the faculty of Hope con-
tinues to mean to them and how much professors
do for students. It's appropriate for all alumni of
Hope to extend their appreciation to dedicated and
loyal professors who assure the success of Hope
graduates through the quality of their teaching.
A full day of activities made our Homecom-
ing a good time for all. The 1974 and 1979 reunion
classes, H-Club and fraternities and sororities had
reservations in record numbers. The Student Ac-
tivities Committee must be thanked for their part
in the 1984 Homecoming.
The 150th anniversary celebration of the Frater-
nal Society brought together alumni from every era
(see story page 5). Our thanks goes to the Fraternal
Alumni Committee for planning for this event.
The Alumni Art show, which continues
through Nov. 30, is a tremendous success. We hope
it's a first and we will be able to schedule other
alumni showings in the future. It is an exciting
show comprised of 35 works by 22 artists from
across the U.S. Also available in the gallery is
"Alumni Opus," a collection of alumni achieve-
ments in the literary arts. Jack Wilson of the art
department and news from Hope College editor
Eileen Beyer made this first showing possible and
they along with the artists deserve our thanks.
Selections from the art exhibit and the literary
magazine will appear in a special insert in the
December issue of news from Hope College.
Alumni Node '64 and John Koelbel '64 are the
owners of the Little Professor Book Center (133 N.
Higgins Avenue, Missoula; Mont. 59802). They
write they are carrying signed copies of books
authored by Wes Granberg-Michaelson ("A World-
ly Spirituality" [($13.95 including postage]) qnd
Karen Granberg-Michaelson, ("In the Land of the
Living" [$5.70 including postage]). If interested in
those books by Hope alumni, this is a place to order
them.
A group of 18 Chicago-area alumni met to
plan several events for the greater Chicago-area
alumni, parents and friends. This group is chaired
by Judy '67 and James '66 Pierpont. As plans are
finalized you will hear from them. Already several
persons are attending the fall athletic contests.
These include men's and women's sports. Watch
for the schedule of events in news from Hope
College and special mailings.
A new Constitution and Bylaws for your
Alumni Association was prepared by a special
Alumni Board Committee. Their work will be pre-
sented to the full membership at the spring meet-
ing, Alumni Day, 1985.
Our Winter Happening is scheduled for Satur-
day, Feb. 2. Plan to come in the morning for the
special academic seminars, lunch on campus and an
afternoon basketball game with Adrian College.
The 1984 Milestone has been mailed to all who
ordered them. If yours hasn't been received, contact
the Office of College Relations.
class notes
Class notes and other alumni information sections
in news from Hope College are compiled by Marjo-
ry Graves of the Office of College Relations. Dead-
line for receiving items for the next issue is
December 3, 1984.
'20s
Cornelia Ossewaarde '24 Costing is active in
Duke University activities, church and civic ser-
vices. Cornie was honored as one of the 1984
volunteers of the year in the senior category in
Durham, N.C. She drives senior citizens to medical
appointments, visits children at Duke University
Medical Center and visits shut-ins from her church.
J. Charles Felon '29 returned to his first parish,
the First Reformed Church of Rotterdam, to share
in the 200th anniversary of its founding.
'30s
H. Sidney Heersma '30 was honored by the
Kalamazoo Valley Intermediate School District on
his 75th birthday. He was Kalamazoo's first cer-
tified pediatrician and he still works part time
besides acting as the medical consultant for the
KVISD. His latest endeavor is working on state
legislation requiring teachers to take at least two
courses in health.
J. Coert Rylaarsdam '31 received an honorary
donor of divinity degree at Hope College's
convocation.
Watson Spoelstra '32 was featured in the
July/August, 1984 issue of Challenge magazine.
Watson was the president of Baseball Chapel. After
he stepped down as president, he assumed the job
of direnor of baseball chapel in the Florida State
Baseball League.
Vivian Hartman '34 received an honorary doctor
of science degree at Hope College's convocation.
'40s
James Hinkamp '40, retired Ethyl Corporation
research chemist, received the 20th annual Thomas
Midgley Medal for the Detroit Section, American
Chemical Society.
Charles Stoppels '42 was honored by the First
Presbyterian Church in Flint, Mich., with a plaque
that will be placed on a faculty office door in
Tannant Hall on the campus of Princeton The-
ological Seminary.
Everett Kleinjans '43, retired president of East-
West Center in Honolulu, delivered the Hope Col-
lege convocation address.
Allan Weenink '43, associate for stewardship and
church support of Lake Michigan Presbytery, is the
author of The Sounds of Stillness.
Del '44 and Trudy '47 Maassen VanderHaar
participated in the national leadership forum on
family well-being in Washington, D.C.
Kenneth Stickney '46 has written a book entitled
Songs Grandmother Sang to Me with a biography
of a part of her life. Kenneth also writes devotional
messages for the Zeeland (Mich.) Record.
'50s
Jack Marema '50 represented Hope College at the
inaugural ceremonies of the new president of
Georgetown (Ky.) College.
Waller Smith '50 returned to Normandy for the
celebration last June.
Nels Stegeman '50 was honored as the dis-
tinguished employee of the year at Zeeland (Mich.)
Public Schools.
Lawrence DeWitt '52 has resigned as chairman of
Miami University's music department at the end of
the fall semester. Lawrence Wants to devote full-
time efforts to teaching and performing as an
organist.
Jack Hascup '53 represented Hope College at the
Bicentennial Worship Celebration at New
Brunswick Theological Seminary in September.
Guy Vander Jagt '53 has had a book written about
his communication skills. Paul Ried authored, The
Orator: Guy Vander jagt on the Hustings.
Richard Bouwkamp '54 is the pastor of Cor-
nerstone Community Church in Waupun, Wis.
•Robert Hoeksema '54, pastor of Addisville Re-
formed Church of Richboro, Penn., conducted the
religious emphasis week at Southern Normal School
in May.
Phillip Van Eyl '55, chairman of the Hope College
psychology department, participated in the National
Council of Churches delegation to Russia. Phillip
spoke of the trip at the Holland (Mich.) Rotary
Club.
Thomas Ten Hoeve, Jr., '56 is the new president
of Oakton Community College in Des Plaines, 111.
Thomas was previously the president of Butler
County Community College; acting president, aca-
demic dean and biology instructor at Northwestern
College; and has taught courses on community
college administration as an adjunct professor of
higher education at the University of Pittsburgh.
Robert Bast '58 is the minister for evangelism and
church life for the General Program Council's of
the Reformed Church in America.
Ronald Lokhorst '59 represented Hope College at
the inauguration of the new president of Ohio
Wesleyan University in September.
Wayne Vriesman '59, presently manager of WGN
radio in Chicago and vice president of WGN Conti-
nental Broadcasting Co., recently spoke to the Early
Bird Breakfast of the Muskegon (Mich.) Area
Chamber of Commerce on the topic. Radio: The
Natural Turn On.
\ .  s
'60s
Grelchen Ver Meulen '60 Felix is a library clerk
in the Health Science Library of Desert Samaritan
Hospital in Mesa, Ariz.
John Stryker '60 has been appointed by the Board
of Chancellors of the American College of Radi-
ology to a four year term on the Board of Trustees
of the American Registry of Radiologic Tech-
nologists. John previously was employed by M.D.
Anderson Hospital and Tumor Institute of the Uni-
versity of Texas as an instructor and assistant
professor of radiotherapy. Next he worked as as-
sistant professor in radiotherapy at the University
of Minnesota Hospitals. John is now professor of
radiology and director of the Division of Radiation
Oncology, Department of Radiology, The M.S.
Hershey Medical Center of the Pennsylvania State
University in Hershey.
Thomas Riekse '62 was elected vice president of
Washington National Insurance Company. Thomas
is the director of agencies and department head of a
district agency department. He has been with
Washington National since he gradauted from
Hope.
Marilyn Vanderwilt '62 Rynbrandt is a half-time
fourth grade teacher in the Zeeland (Mich.) Public
School system.
Paul Swets '63, pastor of Christ Community
Church in Palm Springs, Fla., and president of
Personal Development Systems, a business firm
involved in leadership and management training,
has written a book entitled The Art of Talking.
which includes a forward by Norman Vincent
Peale. 1
L. Charles Christensen '64, a urologist in Mid-
land, Mich., has opened an outpatient clinic at .
Clare Community Hospital.
Gary Hieftje '64, professor of chemistry at the
University-of Indiana, received the Anachem Award
of the Federation of Analytical Chemistry and Spec-
troscopy Societies at the 11th annual meeting in
September. This award is a yearly national award
for outstanding research achievements'and service
to the field of analytical chemistry.
Earl Johnson '64, pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church of Plattsburgh, N.Y., is the moderator for
the United Presbyterian Synod of the Northeast
Richard Ruselink '64 represented Hope College at
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the inauguration ceremonies of the new president
of Goshen College.
Andre Felix '65 is a senior product marketing
engineer for the telecommunication division of IN-
TEL Corporation in Chandler, Ariz.
Thelma Leenhouts '66 represented Hope College
at the inauguration ceremonies of the new president
of Gallaudet College.
Mark Lemmenes '66 is the senior pastor of El
Dorado Park Community Church of Long Beach,
Calif.
Robert White '66 was one of four people inter-
viewed on the "Donahue Show" on July 13. The
show was devoted to the "Peace Mission" recently
undertaken by 270 American church people, includ-
ing 40 from the RCA.
Don McClow '66 is a GS-13 information specialist
in the media relations division of the U.S. Army
Material Command in Alexandria, Va.
James Bennett '67 is the instructor and group
facilitator for Frederick County (Md.) Job Training
Agency. He received a scholarship from Prudential
Insurance Company of America to attend the Sum-
mer School of Alcohol Studies at the State Univer-
sity of New Jersey, Rutgers and the New Jersey
Summer School of Alcohol and Drug Studies.
James is also a member of the Frederick County
Council on Alcohol Abuse.
Wesley Granberg-Michaelson '67 is continuing
to work with the U.S. Board of the Vellore Chris-
tian Medical Hospital and College in India, sup-
ported in part by the Reformed Church Division of
World Mission and is working on developing the
ministry of the New Creation Institute in Missoula,
Mont. Wesley has had a book published entitled: A
Vlordly Spirituality: The Call to Redeem Life on
Earth.
Mary Hesselink '68 Lemmenes was a Reformed
Church in America delegate to the 1984 Soviet
Travel Seminar, sponsored by the US/USSR
Church Relations Office of the National Council of
Churches. She traveled to Moscow and Leningrad
to meet and worship with Soviet Christians and
participate in various secular peace meetings and
receptions. The group was divided into smaller
travelling groups and Mary visited Kharkov and
Minsk. Mary has spoken in several churches about
the experience and plans to do more speaking and
writing to communicate what she saw in the USSR.
Carolyn Westlake '69 Sigler is a housewife in
East Detroit, Mich.
Barbara Timmer '69, former vice president of the
National Organization for Women, is on the staff
of the first woman vice presidential candidate. Bar-
bara is a legal counsel to Ferraro's congressional
office on Capitol Hill.
'70s
Kenneth Bradsell '70, co-pastor of The First
Church in Albany, N.Y., has been appointed to the
position of minister of education and faith develop-
ment on the staff of the General Program Council
of the Reformed Church in America.
H. James Buter '71 is regional manager of the
Vaughn Wall Division of Herman Miller.
Kathleen Horosinski '70 Cleland is teaching at
Moraine Valley Community College in Palos Hills,
III.
Karin Granberg-Michaelson '70 is the director of
New Creation Counseling Center in Missoula,
Mont. Karin has written a book entitled: -Health
Care and the Church in the Land of the Living.
Matthew Mescher '70 is a research scientist for
Howard Medical School in Massachusetts.
Sandra Pickert '70 is an attorney in Cuyahoga
Falls, Ohio.
Daniel Stoepker '70 works for Executone Business
Systems in Birmingham. Mich.
Robert Vandenberg '70 is the copy editor-sports
for the Chicago Tribune living in LaGrange, III.
SEVENTEEN
Reunion Class of 1974
Row 1: Barbara Gerding, Susan Kerle Callam, Paula Huey Fox, jo Filipek, Cathy VJalchenbach Koop, Vicki
Granzow Luyendyk, Sherry Meengs Schrotenboer, Kristin Lukens-Rose;
Row 2: Pamela Edgington Pender, Ron Sanford, Margie Barrowman Sanford, Phyllis Kallemyn, fane Felden
leltes, Nancy Mangun VanWechel, Barbara Nietering, Trish Lemmer Gosselar;
Row 3: Cindy Hartman Nyboer, Sarah Hickok, C. John Korstange, ]r., Tim VanderHaar, Sue Hegedus
VanderHaar, Kristi Knowles Karis, Barbara Koop Folkert, Car! Folkert, Paul Boddy, Marty Stark: '
Row 4: Richard Allen, Frederick (Rick) W. Stevens, Scott R. Lenheiser, Ken Meeuwsen, Lynn Quackenbush
Zick, Michael Van Buren, Timothy Van Dam, Linda von Bergen-Kramer, Nicholas C. Kramer-von Bergen, Sel
Harlow '76:
Row 5: Rich Hakken, Julie Miller Hakken, Bruce Groendyk, lim McFarlin, Gary (Duncan) Crandall. Diane
(Bugs) Pollock Crandall, Ron Bultema:
Row 6: Erik Clark Lower, William Steven McAndrew, Werner Watt Jorck, Barbara Watt Jorck, Barbara
Nylander Poetter, Bruce Poetter, Chuch Brooks, Tim Merkle, Craig Bleckley, Gordon Vander Slice, G. B. (Bud)
Thompson:
Row 7: Dan Case, Jill Bolhous Peirce, Joel Bouwens, Marianne Van Heest Bouwens, Bill Nolan, John Hoftiezer,
Wanda Goetz-Beiswenger, Kathy Stroven, Sue Drenkhahn;
Row 8: Douglas Peterman, Jeff Booi, Lois Walvoord Watson, James O'Connell, Linda Swinyard Morehouse,
Robert J. Wolff, Marcia L. Beugel Wolff, Laura Zuidema, Tom Kapral;
Row 9: Betsy Boone Parker, Nick Lam, Linda Dick Busta, Deb Koning. Buz Burton, Janet Boger Mignanno,
Linda Bush Deal, Laura Tebben VanderBroek, Lynn Brouwers;
Row 10: Barbara Basnet! Inman, Yvonne DeMaar Holtz, Becky Jacobs Semeyn, Roxanne Vanderveer Runyon,
Leslie Dykstra, Cheryl Hassenmayer Thompson, Ginny Reed Kruisenga, Steve VanderBroek;
Row 11: Deb Badeau-Creswell, Pat Bogema, Mary Jane Smits Timmer, Jan Koopman, Gayle Spangler
Flanigan, Diana Pierson, Jack Klunder, Mary Davis Klunder, Lois Hoogstra Taylor.
Reunion Class of 1979
Row 1: Bill Leonhard. Mary Flanagan Detiielson, Larry Mannino. Beth Ackerman Nearpass, Catherine Heise.
John Gibson, John Abe, Mile Winchester, Mark Boelkins;
Row 2: Larry Byl, Ann Davenport Byl, Mike Engelhardt, Ron Heiby, Karen M. Sadelman, Sandra Wiederhold
Van Dc Weert. Freda Teslik Manzullo, Shelley Driesenga Stauffer, Kim Proos Melvin, Sue Kallemyn, Sally
Gilman Richardson, Todd Richardson, Laurie Zoet Cahoon, Keith Cahoon, Ruth Van Wylen, Carolyn McCall
Manting, Donna Baird Delhagen, Harold M. Delhagen;
Row 3: Jane Sanlefort Marlin. Laura Earle Probst. Beth Lumbers Kragt, Duane A. Babinski, Margo Fowler
Stephenson. Patricia Pulver, Nancy Dunn Bekkering, Mary Wicker! Cook. Jill Nihart Van Zyl, Kathy Button
Beauregard. Sheryl Radike, Sandy Busman Cott. Mimi Miller Edwards, Kim Van Duyne Skaff , Laura Linn,
Vicki Glenn Borreson, Leah Sunderlin;
m%
Row 4: Debra Bruininks Davidson, Randy Clark, Janet Swanson, Julie Carston. Rob Torresen. Donna Kocher,
Rick Neevel, Jan Vandenberg, Gretchen Coffill Brundage, Beth Visscher, Leigh DeWolf Eriks. Sheri VanderWerp
McCarthy, Pat Bonga VanLiere, Marilyn Paine, Cathy Cox Jackson;
Row 5: Sherrie Kornoelje, Ellen Blauw, Sherie Veramay, Doug Koopman, Nancy Stiehler, Mary Wccner
Wierenga, Kathy Anderson, Mark Higgins, Carl Toren, Mark Eriks, Paul Anker. Debroah Van Hoeven Droppers.
Jean Reynolds Skelton. Reid Thurston, RaeAnn Syswerda Leenhouts, Ann Miner Nieuwkoop;
Row 6: Cris Boon, Liz Becker-Brooks, Becky Brookstra French, Jim French, Scott Harlow, Bruce VanderSchaaf,
John Broadbent, Bob Baker, Kurt J. Droppers. Ibby Vander Woude, Chris DeWitl, Nevin Webster. John P.
Hoekstra, Milt Brouwer.
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Susan Pattie '71 Chilingirian is a Ph D. candidate
in anthropology at The University of Michigan.
Susan is living in England.
Lee De Young '71 is program director of WCLR
102FM in Chicago. Lee and wife, Sheri Van-
denHeuvel '72 De Young, reside in South Hol-
land, III., with their four children and are active in
First Reformed Church of South Holland.
John Endersbe '71 is an E-7 in the Signal Corps
stationed in Augusta, Ga.
Katherine Bacon '71 Endersbe is a homemaker in
Augusta, Ga.
William Leismer '71 is a traffic coordinator in
Holland, Mich.
Richard Lowing '71 works for Church Mutual
Insurance Company in Glendale, Ariz.
Paul Malmborg '71 is a data processing consultant
in Mahopac, N.Y.
Damas Thoman '71 is the vice president of fra-
grances-Americas for Bush Roake Allen in
Montvale, N.J.
Wayne VanderByl '71 represented Hope College
at the inauguration ceremonies of the new president
of the University of Rochester.
Pamela Bedard '71 VanderPloeg is one of the
editors of "The Great Lakes Storyteller's Gazette,"
a newsletter designed to link storytellers, teachers,
librarians and anyone interested in knowing about
events, reading through provoking articles and get-
ting "bright ideas" about using stories.
Dewey Ducharme '72 is teaching medical ethics,
social ethics and logic at the University of
Tennessee.
Marguerite Browe '72 Felig is a secretary for
Ginseng Up. Corporation and a full-time mission-
ary for the Unification Church of America.
Doug Fruechtenicht '72 is a manager of a retail
store in Wyoming, Mich.
Bernard Grysen '72 is a physician and is also
attending Cooley Law School in Lansing, Mich.
David Jipping '72 is a general manager of a
Chrysler dealership in Valprasio, Ind.
Charles Miller '72 is a major in the U.S. Army
and is serving as a program and budget officer at
TRADOC Headquarters in Ft. Monroe, Va.
Jane Decker '72 Page is an audio visual assistant
for Steelcase in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Rodney Schipper '72 is a ranger with the Bureau
of Land Management in southern Utah.
Janine Sonnega '72 is a language arts teacher in
Batavia, Ohio.
Barbara Van Eck '72 just completed a parish
internship in Greenville, Pa. Barbara is attending
Chicago Theological Seminary in her last year of a
master's of divinity program.
Conley Zomermaand '72 was one of the 266
Americans who visited the Soviet Union for the
mission of peace and church unity.
Lynn Dennis '73 is a nurse practitioner in Sche-
nectady, N.Y.
Jean Elliott '73 is a service representative for the
Social Security Administration in Chicago, 111.
Susan Haney '73 is a medical record technician in
Guilderland, N.Y.
Madelyn Hart '73 is a financial management spe-
cialist for the government in Denver, Colo.
Jeanne Hoftiezer '73 is a glassblower for Parke-
Davis and The University of Michigan in Ann
Arbor.
Pamela Herta '73 Kuipers is a sales engineer
living in Zeeland, Mich.
Terry Moran '73 is a piano teacher and coach at
Eastman Scliool of Music in Rochester, N.Y.
Charles Porter '73 works in the marketing division
of IBM in Charlotte, N.C.
Peter Raynolds '73 is a senior research scientist in
Kingsport, Tenn.
Michael Strozanac '73 is an English teacher and
theater company director in Puritiba, Brazil.
Carol van Voorst '73 is a foreign service officer.
Carol is the special assistant to the Deputy Secre-
tary of State.
Barbara Jansen '73 West is a registered nurse in
Sarasota, Fla.
David Daubenspeck '74 is on the staff of KCLB,
a new contemporary Christian music radio station
whose primary purpose is evangelism, located in
Santa Rosa, Calif.
Sue Drenkhahn '74 is attending Grand Valley
State College as part of a federally funded project to
train more teachers to work with the pre-primary
impaired.
Terry Robinson '74 Kochi is a housewife and
homemaker in Afghanistan.
Erik Lower '74 is in real estate in Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Kristin Luken-Rose '74 is a social worker living in
Blanchard, Mich.
Stephen Norden '74 represented Hope College at
the inauguration ceremonies at Denison University.
Cheri Smith '74 is an artist in Ann Arbor, Mich.
Nicholas Van Dyke '74 is self employed in Hol-
land, Mich.
Enid Wakeman '74 is a teacher in Honolulu,
Hawaii.
Carol Komvelje '75 Boruta is a medical tech-
nologist in Haslett, Mich.
Larry Brewer '75 is a graduate student in forest
econology at Michigan State University in East
Lansing.
Dale Brokaw '75, after a summer in Europe
studying computers, is back in Japan teaching math
at Zama Middle School and Zama High School.
Mark Johnson '75 is a dorm director in Geneseo,
N.Y.
Robert Klein '75 is the Young Life director for
Anne Arundel County, Md.
Janice Osterhaven '75 will be in Hungary for one
year on an International Research Exchange
Fellowship.
Steven Pearson '75 is the pastor of Twin Lake and
Fellowship United Methodist Churches in Mus-
kegon, Mich.
Lee Reen '75 is a flight attendant living in West
Germany.
Elizabeth Schlegel '75 Robyn is a housewife and
teacher in Hewitt, N.J.
Joan Schramm '75/ a lieutenant in the U.S. Navy,
is on the personnel support activity staff located at
Treasure island, Calif.
Donald Troast '75 is a minister at United Fede-
rated Church in Upton, Mass.
James Wormuth '75 is a professor of marine
biology in the department of oceanography at Texas
A & M.
David Young '75 is a board certified general
internist with Colorado Permanente Medical Group
in Denver, Colo.
Michael Bueter '76 is a regional sales manager for
Kyoto Diagnostics, Inc., in Elkhart, Ind.
Cynthia Clark '76 is a librarian at Princeton (N.J.)
University.
Martha VanDop '76 Gardner is a navy wife and
homemaker living in Orlando, Fla.
David James '76, having just completed a two-
year teaching position in the English department at
Hope College, is teaching English at Holland
(Mich.) High School.
Ardis Williams '76 Mercer is an office manager
in Glendale, N.Y.
Katherine Peterson-Bueter '76 teaches 5th grade
at St. Vincent DePaul School in Elkhart, Ind., and
enjoys playing in the Elkhart Municipal Band.
James Sloan '76 is a research assistant in Boulder,
Colo.
Glenn Swier '76 is a program director of Other
Way in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Ruth Muyskens '76 Swier is a busy mother with
three boys living in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Craig VanderMolen '76 is a vice president of First
of America Bank living in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Jim Vannice '76 is a postdoctoral fellow at Gencn-
tech in South San Francisco, Calif.
Sandi Van Wyk Vannice '76 is an oncology nurse
in an intermediate intensive care unit for leukemic
patients at Stanford University Hospital.
Tammy OH '77 Aardema is a personnel manager
in Homewood, 111.
LuAnn Athey '77 is attending The University of
Michigan working on a master's in business
administration.
Philip Bosch '77 is doing his fourth year residency
in urology at the University of California, Irvine
Hospital.
Wayne Brana '77 is the rector of All Saints'
Episcopal Church in Saugatuck, Mich.
Martha Farley '77 is a marketing engineer for
General Electric Corporation in Denver, Colo.
Rodney Luhn '77 is a visiting assistant professor
at Saint Mary's College in Notre Dame, Ind.
Jeffrey Meyer '77 is the principal en-
gineer/supervisor for Digital Equipment Corpora-
tion in Maynard, Mass.
Ted Newcomb '77 is a family practice physician in
Charlevoix, Mich.
Rob Pocock '77 is an account executive for Nor-
dstrom Cox Marketing in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Wilson Richardson '77 was the music director for
Lola Folana in her Detroit appearance in September.
Richard Thayer '77 is the assistant dean at Stan-
ford (Calif.) Memorial Church.
Mark Woodworth '77 is a paramedic in
Williamsville, N.Y.
David Dingman '78 is a fifth grade teacher in the
Atascadero (Calif.) Unified School District.
Paula Felker '78 Eberhardt is a district sales
manager in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Stephen Eliason '78 is a cellist with the Orchestre
National de Lyon in France.
Larry Evans '78 is a member of the American
Association of Orthodontists and has a practice in
Laurenceville, Ga.
Mary WemeHe '78 Hammond is a teach-
ing/research fellow living in Moraga, Calif.
Margaret Lubbers '78 Quesada has received a
fellowship under the National Resource Fellowship
of the U.S. Department of Education. Margaret is
working linguistics at Michigan State University.
David Silber '78 is a sales manager in Long
Branch, N.J.
Marianne Walck '78 is a research geophysicist at
FILL IN THE BLANKS
Does the alumni office have your current name and address? Has there been a recent change in
your marital status? Would you prefer Hope used a different form of your name (Jane Van Doe vs.
Mrs. John Van Doe, for instance)?
We want to keep in touch. Use this form to inform and update us. Note the number of spaces per
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Alumni Fund leaders challenge giving
A new record to set — $750,000 from 6,700 donors. That is the goal of the 1984-
85 Annual Alumni Fund. These are the largest goals ever. Over 300 Hope alumni
will be involved in the Alumni Fund as Class reps, reunion leaders, promotion
leaders and callers.
The Hope College Annual Alumni Fund won another U.S. Steel/CASE award
this year, this time for improvement. In three of the last five years Hope has
received a U.S. Steel/CASE award.
The 1983-84 Alumni Fund, under the leadership of Marjorie Lucking French '48,.
surpassed its goal with $675,948 from 6,167 alumni. The class of 1964 raised
$33,436 — the most money ever received for the Alumni Fund from any class.
All new donors, and donors who increase the amount of. their gift to the 1984-85
Alumni Fund, will receive a limited special edition recording — "Christmas Vespers,
Volume II." This stereo recording of selections from recent Christmas Vespers has
been produced by Hope College's music department. Due to a limited supply, only
one record per donor or alumni couple is being offered. (Please allow six weeks for
delivery.)


































Hoffman Neckers Grandville, Mich.
Carbondale, 111.
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Grand Rapids, Mich. Janet Bogart Wolbrink
1930 1946
Munster, Ind.
Herman A. Kruizenga Paul G. Fried
1962
Betty Whitaker Jackson
Muskegon, Mich. Holland, Mich.
1931 1947
Randolph, N.J.
Eunice Hyma Bos Louise Ter Beek Claver
1963
Darell Schregardus
Holland, Mich. Grand Rapids, Mich.
1932 1948
Holland, Mich.
Lawrence De Cook Lucile Yonkman Holland
1964
Linda Walvoord Girard
Grand Rapids, Mich. Allegan, Mich.
1933












Bruce and Carla Reidsma




Graham and Karla Otting G. Clarke and Nancy Scott and Meral Saylor
Duryee Raynor Borgeson Pontier
Holland, Mich. Ann Arbor, Mich. Highland Park, N.J.
1967 1973 1979
J. Stephen Larkin Timothy L. Brown James and Rebecca
Washington, D.C. Holland, Mich. Brookstra French
1968 1974
Naperville, 111.
Daniel Krueger James McFarlin 1980
Holland, Mich. Detroit, Mich. Jenni Liggett
Lynn Archambeau Stam Kalamazoo, Mich.
Holland, Mich. 1975
Deborah Maxwell Cornell 1981
1969 Plymouth, Mich. Bill VanEyl-Godin
Bruce and Susan Bosman * Kalamazoo, Mich.
Formsma 1976
Holland, Mich. Nancy Pickell Hendricks 1982
Royal Oak, Mich. Kay Neevel Brown
1970 New Brunswick, N.J.
Demmen De Young 1977
Kalamazoo, Mich. Lewis and Cindy Bere 1983
TenHave Jan Anderson
1971 Findley, Ohio Holland, Mich.
Glenn Lowe





October 29 Kalamazoo Ed Martin ’54, Kim Proos Melvin 79
November 1 Chicago S. Craig Van Zanten ’50
5 Detroit Steve Harms 70
Muskegon John Schrier ’55
12 Rochester Bill Cook ’69
Dallas Gwynne Bailey Vanderwall 70
Grand Haven Cyndy Hartman Nyboer 74
13 Albany ' Don 70 and Chris March ’69 Kazen
Los Angeles Chris Lohman 73
14 New Jersey Bruce Hoffman ’61
15 Philadelphia Duane ’49 and Phyllis Sherman ’50 Booi
San Francisco Jim Beran 75
Lansing Dave 73 and Teresa ’82 Penhorwood
Johnson
19 Grand Rapids/Grandville/ Robert Cooper 72
Hudsonville Steven Berger 76
20 Grand Rapids/Grandville/ Roger Kleinheksel ’60
Hudsonville Tom Maas 78
26 Holland/Zeeland Terry ’62 and Ruth Ausema ’61 Hofmeyer
27 Holland/Zeeland Neil ’66 and Karen Dryfhout ’66 DeBoer
Washington, D.C. Fran Hooper 71
December 3 Holland/Zeeland Jim Cronk ’69
4 Holland/Zeeland Carrie Walchenbach Homkes ’81
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Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque, N.M.
Vicki Glenn '79 Borreson and her husband direct
a youth group for St. Matthews Lutheran Church
in Baltimore, Md.
Larry Byl '79 is the owner of Wickstra Realty in
Shelby, Mich.
Sharon Carnahan '79 Gerber is a developmental
psychologist for IMPACT for Developmental Educa-
tion, Inc., an agency serving handicapped infants in
Lee County, Fla.
Lisa Lane '79 is a teacher in Evanston, 111.
Jack McIntyre '79 is a dentist in Jenison, Mich.
Susan Moored '79 works in advertising for a
travel host magazine and is in theater work in
Walker, Mich.
Philip Patrie '79 is doing post-doctural work at the
University of Missouri.
Carol Ann Powers '79 is attending law school in
Vermont.
Mark Seyfred '79 is a staff scientist at the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin in Madison.
Bruce Slater '79 is an assistant vice president for
M & C Marketing in Troy, Mich.
'80s
Mike Arzamendi '80 is a lieutenant in the Ma-
rines in Camp Lejune, N.C.
Mark Ennis '80 is the pastor of the Community
Church of Hoboken, N.J.
Pamela Pater '80 Ennis is the director of the
Aging Resource Center in the Synod of Mid-Atlan-
tics in Irvington, N.J.
Samuel Noordhoff '80 is the corporate services
manager for Amway Taiwan Ltd., in Taipei,
Taiwan.
Gregory Shand '80 is a manufacturers representa-
tive for Frain-Bovasso & Associatgs in New Jersey
and metro New York. Gregory received a volunteer
community service award by the County of Morris
in the state of New Jersey for contributing time and
efforts in establishing a 24 hour, 7 days a week
telephone hotline for the troubled and depressed.
Bruce Quay '80 is the northeast manager of sales
and operations for Heldor Industries, a world wide
manufarturer of swimming pools and related prod-
ucts living in Boston, Mass. Bruce is also a gradu-
ate student at Boston University.
John Van Arendonk '80 is a family practice
resident at Bon Secours Hospital in Grosse Point,
Mich.
Martha VandenBerg '80 is the credit manager
with Citizens Trust and Savings Bank in South
Haven, Mich. Martha is responsible for the credit
and loan processing functions in the bank's whole-
sale division.
Kevin VanderKolk '80 has joined WOTV in
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Douglas Van Der Meulen '80 is a dentist in
Marshall, Mich.
Paul Williams '80 is a part-time night school
teacher at Oakland University living in Farmington,
Mich.
Phillip Boeve '81 was ordained a deacon at St.
Thomas Episcopal Church in Battle Creek, Mich.,
where he will be serving.
Susan Martle '81 Chan is a first grade teacher in
Detroit, Mich.
Jon Cope '81 is a school psychologist with AEA-4
in Sioux Center, Iowa.
Susanne Hagan '81 spent the summer on Nan-
tucket Island, Mass., working as the dinner chef at
The Quaker House Inn & Restaurant. Susanne is
now attending a Montessori teacher's training
course at The Washington (D.C.) Montessori
Institute.
Barbara Herpich '81 is the director of youth
ministry at Christ Lutheran Church in Charlotte,
N.C., and a graduate student at the University of
North Carolina-Chapel Hill.
Lynn Winkles '81 Japinga is the interim pastor at
Wooddiff Community Reformed Church in North
Bergen, N.J., and attending Union Theological
Seminary working on a Ph.D. in church history.
Larry Kortering '81 has a traineeship at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin-Madison to finish up work on
his master's degree in vocational rehabilitation.
Richard Kuhrt '81 is associated with the law firm
of Joseph A. Ginarte in Newark, N.J.
Beth Latham '81 is directing Whose Life is it
Anyway! for Stevens Institute of Technology in
Hoboken, N.J.
Diane Nielsen '81 works for an advertising agency
in Houston, Texas.
Victoria Howard '81 Noordhoff is an activities
coordinator for the Taipei Youth Program Associa-
tion in Taiwan.
James Schipper '81 is an associate with the law
firm of Mohney, Goodrich & Titta P.C. of Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Richard Tamlyn '81 is a graduate student at the
University of Connecticut.
Sherry Van Dyke '81 is a social worker for Kent
Client Services in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Susan Vincent '81 is a graduate student at New
Brunswick (N.J.) Theological Seminary and Rutgers
Graduate School of Social Work.
Jennifer Wallgren '81 is the ad coordinator for
Oscar Mayer at J. Walter Thompson in Chicago,
111.
John Weiss '81 is the administrative assistant for
the city of Wyoming, Mich.
Brian Beckman '82 was named the teacher of the
year at Pentwater (Mich.) Public Schools. Brian
teaches second grade.
Mary Campbell '82 Beuker is a graduate student
living in Marshall, Mich.
Melissa Beuker '82 works for Rehabilitation Ser-
vices of Columbus, Ga.
Bahram Elami '82 is attending Michigan State
University studying biology.
Lora Hanson '82 is attending the Medical College
of Virginia in a Ph.D. program in health
administration.
Ted Johnson '82 teaches junior and senior high
band and orchestra at Queen Anne School in Upper
Marlboro, Md.
Richard Reece '82 is a missionary associate in
Katahira Sendai.
David Sackett '82 is the assistant to the vice
president of marketing for McGraw-Edison Corpo-
ration in Naperville, 111.
Paul Van Heest '82 is an art teacher for Holland
"(Mich.) Public Schools.
Douglas Williams '82 is a graduate student at
Michigan State University in East Lansing.
Sheryl Baar '83 is the Christian education director
at Peace Reformed Church in Middleville, Mich.
Sheryl provided special music at the Reformed
Church Women, Holland Classis annual Day of
Committment.
Scott Broekstra '83 is a student in Bloomington,
Ind.
Brian Bussa '83 is a geologist for Esso Interna-
tional in Somalia, Africa.
Mary Cassell '83 is an information/referral and
intake specialist at the Philadelphia (Pa.) Chapter of
the Volunteer Action Council.
Judy Cordes '83 is a graduate student at Michigan
State University in the field of administration and
curriculum-college student personnel services. Judy
will also be teaching undergraduate communication
courses.
Nancy Johnson '83 Elami is a graduate student in
linguistics/tesl at Michigan State University.
John Griffin '83 conducted research with Richard
M. Kellogg at the University in Groningen,
Netherlands. John was also awarded a NSF graduate
fellowship in chemistry. One of 42 recipients of the
award in chemistry, John is the only recipient in
chemistry from Michigan and the only Michigan
recipient to attend a predominantly undergraduate
institution. John is now attending the California
Institute of Technology.
Pamela Wright '83 Johnson is a staff assistant for
Congressman Carl D. Pursell in Washington, D.C.
Kayleen Slater '83 Merry is an English teacher in
Buffalo, N.Y.
Kim Metzger '83 is a learning disabilities teacher
in East Grand Rapids (Mich.) Middle School.
Stacey Miller '83 is a pre-school special education
instructor in the Holland (Mich.) School District.
Kathy Olson '83 is the assistant to the executive
vice president of Oppenheimer Rouse Futures, Inc.,
a commodities clearing house.
Cindi Paff '83 is a special education teacher at
Holly Springs Motlow Elementary School in
Camobello, S.C.
Carol Pluister '83 is teaching English and Spanish
in Fulton, 111.
Cynthia Socal '83 is studying international busi-
ness at the University of Wisconsin-Madison grad-
uate school of business.
Joel Van Houten '83 teaches middle school and
high school vocal music in the Greenville (Mich.)
Public School system.
Linda Wang '83 conducted research with Richard
M. Kellogg at the University in Groningen,
Netherlands. Linda is now attending the California
Institute of Technology.
Brian Berkey '84 is attending Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary?
Russell Brown '84 is a graduate student in com-
puter science at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in
Troy, N.Y.
Mary Graham '84 Elhart is a sixth grade teacher
in Zeeland, Mich.
Linda Gnade '84 is a registered nurse at Albany
(N.Y.) Medical Center.
Dave Hendershott '84 is a program analyst in the
Secretary of Education's office in the Department of
Education in Washington, D.C.
Douglas Heyboer '84 is a special education teacher
in Norton, Kan.
Janet Meyer '84 is attending New Brunswick The-
ological Seminary and working as a church youth
director in Locust Valley, Long Island, N.Y.
Sue North '84 was a sign language consultant for
the Hope Summer Repertory Theater's production
of "Children of a Lesser God.”
Carol Smith '84 is a missionary associate in Send-
ai, Japan. Carol will be teaching English and doing
volunteer teaching at the Christian student center.
Mary Schaffer '84 Van Heest is a dental assistant
in Holland, Mich.
Tyra Van Gilder '84 is attending The University
of Michigan working on a degree in social work.
David Van Noord '84 is teaching junior high
school social studies and coaching varsity football
and basketball in Beloit, Kan.
Kevin Van Oordt '84 is a systems analyst in J. C.
Penney's computer systems department in Mil-
waukee, Wis.
Randy Warren '84 is a consumer affairs represen-
tative for Maxicare Illinois living in Chicago.
Richard Webster '84 is working on the presiden-
tial opposition research program for the Republican
National Committee in Washington, D.C.
lost key
Michelle Lee Dykstra '84 was inadvertantly
overlooked during this spring's election of
new members for Phi Beta Kappa, reports
Prof. Donald Cronkite, chapter officer. The
error was discovered and she was elected after
commencement, but did not receive the cus-
tomary recognitions.
She majored in psychology at Hope and
plans to become a clinical psychologist. Her
hometown is Grandville, Mich.
births
Darrel and Cynthia Dustin '74 Boyd, Hannah Rachel,
Mar. 5, 1984
Steven '80 and Katherine Warn '80 Bratschie, Alex-
andra Lee, June 22, 1984
Donald and Kathleen Horosinski '70 Cleland, Andrew
Edward, July 24, 1982 and Amanda Kelly, Feb. 2,
1984
David ’74 and Mrs. Daubenspeck, David James, Mar.
11, 1984
Jeffrey and Linda Kloote '68 Dunn, Kathryn Ann,
May 15, 1984
Larry '78 and Bonnie Ferguson '79 Evans, Laura Jane,
Aug. 1, 1984
Frederick and Pamela Barton '78 Glaysher, Elliot
Roberf, May 5, 1983
Lawrence '74 and Nancy Hagberg, Nathan Joel, April
LS, 1984
Ted and Marion Greiner '67 Hochuli, Ian Andrew
Richard, Aug. 2, 1984
Mr. and Kathleen Hoops '73 Houtman, Matthew
Thomas, Feb. 28, 1984
David '76 and Ruth Johnson '77 James, Derek Wheel-
er, April 20, 1983
Dan '79 and Lucy Eberhard '78 Kolean, Robert An-
drew, Oct. 19, 1983
C. John '74 and Kathleen Curtis '76 Korstange, Hil-
ary Bree, May 25, 1984
Wayne '73 and Lucie Beagle '74 Kramer, Christine
Marie, July 3, 1984
Cal and Marilyn Yzenbaard '69 Meeusen, Chris-
topher Matthew, July 24, 1984
Charles '72 and Jadwiga Miller, Chase Whitney, Jan.
27, 1984
Eli '78 and Lynne Schack '80 Sanchez, Angela Lynne,
June 17, 1984
Earl and Michele White 75 Schaffer, Sarah Elizabeth,
July 26, 1984
Douglas '80 and Katherine 'Beuker 78 VanDer-
Meulen, Matthew Douglas, May 12, 1984
Lewis and Suzanne Ham 79 Zwick, Bethany Ryan,
Sept. 12, 1984
Steven Cope and Nancy Kerle '80, June 30. 1984.
Ypsilanti, Mich.
Duane Dede '84 and Brenda Harris '84, Aug. 25,
1984, Muskegon, Mich.
Scott Dekker and Kelly Gerber '82, Aug. 25, 1984.
Evan, Mich.
William DeWitt '82 and Lon Geerligs '84. Aug. 11,
1984, Grand Rapids. Mich.
Don De Young 78 and Jan Behrens, May 26, 1984,
Alexandra, Va.
William Elhart '82 and Mary Graham '84. Aug. 11,
1984, Holland, Mich.
David Endean 76 and Deborah Kucharsky, Aug. 11.
1984, Chappaqua, N.Y.
Paul Fredrickson and Debra Harvey '83. Aug. 18,
1984, Holland, Mich.
William Godin '81 and Christina Van Eyl '83. June
30, 1984, Holland, Mich.
Jeffrey Hanson '84 and Sarah Van Eenenaam '84.
June 9, 1984, Watertown, N.Y.
David Hedges '84 and Julie Ritsema '84, Aug. 4,
1984, Holland, Mich.
James Herman '84 and Rhonda Howard '84, Aug. 10,
1984, Wyoming, Mich.
Taylor Holbrook '80 and Cathleen Bast '82, June 22,
1984, Holland, Mich.
Ted Johnson '82 and Pamela Wright '83, iune 23,
1984, Marquette, Mich.
Todd Kamstra '83 and Nancy Scholten '82, July 21,
1984, Holland, Mich.
Jack Marrs and Carol Bloetingh '59 Benson, Oct. 6,
1984, Muskegon, Mich.
Gregory McCall '83 and Bryn Elder '84, Aug. 4,
1984, Portage, Mich.
Randy Mercier and Marie Sherburne 77, July 14,
1984, Cadillac, Mich.
Jeffrey Meyer 77 and Nicole Benecasa, June 4, 1983,
Concord, Mass.
Todd Morgan and Bobette Aardcma 75, Aug. 11.
1984, Chicago, 111.
Martin Palus and June Veldheer '62 Hagemcyer,
Aug. 18, 1984, Zeeland, Mich.
David Pater '81 and Sharon Haines, Aug. 4, 1984,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Todd Richardson 78 and Sally Gilman 79, July 7,
1984, Holland, Mich.
Scott Sisson '83 and Barbara Cochran '83, Aug. 18,
1984, Holland, Mich.
Stein Slette '86 and Jane De Young '81, July 14, 1984,
Holland, Mich.
David Slowey and Sandra Burke 78, July 21, 1984,
Lafayette, CO
Ed Stinson '82 and Margie Deckard '83, June 9, 1984,
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Robert Tronrud and Debra Umbach '82, Aug. 11,
1984, Schaumburg, 111.
Anthony Turner '84 and Carolyn Denney, July 7,
1984, Columbus, Ohio
Stephen Underwood '84 and Diane Boughton 85,
June 23, 1984, East Lansing, Mich.
Ben Van Zante and Carolyn Tank 73, June 23, 1984,
Chicago, 111.
Paul Watt '81 and Kelli Dodd, July 7, 1984, An-
chorage, Alaska
David Williams and Martha Carson 79, Mar. 31,
1984, Houston, Texas
Michael Wolffis 78 and Judy Diephouse 78, June 16,
1984, Muskegon, Mich.
marriages
1983,David Aardcma and Tammy Ott 77, June 11
Chicago, 111.
John Abe 79 and Stacey Lyon, July 7, 1984, Wayne,
111.
Tim Arnold '83 and Kathleen Kistler '85, Aug. 4,
1984, Holland, Mich.
Daniel Baron 77 and Mary Rodriguez, June 23, 1984,
Zeeland, Mich.
Earl Beam '81 and Julie Keeler, July 14, 1984, San
Diego, Calif.
Evan Boote '83 and Nancy Brumm '83, Aug. 18,
1984, Holland, Mich.
Paul Bosch '81 and Pamela Rogers, -Aug. 11. 1984,
Randolph, N.J.
Steven Bredeweg '80 and Rebecca Lemson, June 9.
1984, Muskegon, Mich.
Randall Bronkema and Kerri Isreals '83, July 2/
1984, Holland, Mich.
advanced degrees
Meliss Beuker '82, M.S., physical therapy, Duke
University, May, 1984
Kathryn Scholes 73 Bolt, Ph.D., school psychology,
Michigan State University, June, 1984
Lois Taylor '51 Boslooper, B.S., psychology, St.
Thomas Aquinas College, May, 1984
Ann Moored '80 Boss, M.A., gifted and talented edu-
cation, University of Houston, 1984
Beth Botsis '80, M.M., voice/opera. University of
Maryland, Aug. 1984
Susan Buckman 72, Ph.D., dance and related arts,
Texas Womens University, Aug. 1984
Jon Cope '81, Sp.A., school psychology, Eastern
Michigan University, 1983
James Davidson 79, Ph.D., organic chemistry, Geor-
gia Institute of Technology, Aug. 1984
Nancy Dirkse '81 DeWitt, J.D.. George Washington
University, May, 1984
Thomas Doerr 76, J.D., Rutgers Law School, May,
1984
Stephen Fowler 73, M.S., business administration.
Indiana University, Dec. 1983
Pamela Barton 78 Glaysher, M.A., education. The
University of Michigan, August. 1979
Gerald Hagans '65, M.Div., United Theological Sem-
inary, May, 1984
James Hookstra '80, M.D., The University of Michi-
gan, June, 1984
Lynn Winkles '81 [apinga, M.Div., Princeton The-
ological Seminary. May, 1984
Calvin Jellema 79, J.D., University of Wyoming Col-
lege of Law, May, 1984
Richard Kuhrt '81, J.D., Seton Hall University, June,
1984
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Sharon Buck '81 Larsen, M B. A., finance, Indiana
University, May, 1984
Tracy Larsen '81, J.D., Magna Cum Laude, Indiana
Law School, May. 1984
Barbara DeHaan 72 Liggett, M.A., Western Michi-
gan University, Dec., 1983
Rodney Luhn 77, Ph.D., physics. May, 1984
Arlene Billin '62 Martin, M.A., computer education,
Lesley College
Debra Meeuwsen '80, M.S.E., Rensselaer Poly-
technic Institute, Dec., 1983
Cindi Paff '83, M.A., special education. Converse
College, Aug. 1984
Philip Patrie 79, Ph.D., biochemistry, Cornell Uni-
versity, 1984
James Schipper '81, J.D., Cum Laude, Wayne State
University, June, 1984
John Schrier 78, J.D., University of Detroit Law
School, May, 1984 ^
Kathy Shoemaker-Brown 78, M.S., reading,
Nazareth College, May, 1984
Jennifer Elliott '80 Shoup, M.A., English, Western
Michigan University, August, 1983
Kim Stevens 78 Smith, M.S., education, Indiana
University, May, 1984
Gregory Stewart '82, M.S., naval architecture and
marine engineering, The University of Michigan,
April, 1984
Joy Van Beveren '82, M.A., social work. University
of Chicago, June, 1984
Douglas Van Der Meulen '80, D.D.S., The Univer-
sity of Michigan, April, 1984
Scot Van Der Meulen '81, M.S., civil engineering.
The University of Michigan, May, 1984
Jim Vannice 76, Ph.D., pharmacology, Stanford Uni-
versity, April, 1984
Sandi Van Wyk 76 Vannice, B.S.N., San Jose State
University, Dec., 1982
Deborah Walker '80, M.D., Michigan State Univer-
sity, June, 1984
Robert Zendler 79, D.O., Kirksville College of Os-
teopathic Medicine, June, 1984
deaths
Word was received of the death of Elhart Baxter
'48 on July 29, 1984.
Lois Bailey, former librarian died June 30, 1984,
in Rapid City, la.
She began her career as a librarian in several
colleges. Later she worked at the Akron (Ohio)
Public Library for two years, in 1954 she became
reference librarian at Hope and retired in 1968.
Miss Bailey is survived by her brother, J. D.
Bailey and several nieces and nephews.
Florence Cavanaugh, widow of Dr. Robert Cav-
anaugh, professor of music at Hope College from
1940 until his death in 1976, died on Aug. 21,
1984.
Mrs. Cavanaugh is survived by one daughter,
Eileen Oxley and one son Kevin.
Word was received of the death of Herbert
Cushman '46 on Jan. 11, 1984.
George Dalman '47 died July 20, 1984, in Hol-
land, Mich.
He was a veteran of World War II and he owned
and operated the Home Heating Company for 30
years.
Mr. Dalman is survived by his wife, Barbara;
one son, George; two daughters, Kathryn Toepper
and Susan Dalman; five grandchildren; two broth-
ers; two sisters; and one sister-in-law.
Betty Nash '52 DePree died on Aug. 27, 1984, in
Holland, Mich.
She taught elementary school in Spring Lake and
for many years was employed as a secretary at E.
E. Fell Intermediate School.
Mrs. DePree is survived by a daughter, Deborah
Dryfhout; a son, Daniel; three grandchildren; a
brother; and aunts, uncles, nieces, nephews and
Craig Eley '85 died Aug. 18, 1984, from a car
accident near Ada, Mich.
He attended Hope his freshman year, 81-82. He
was a member of the Fraternal Society and played
football.
Craig is survived by his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Eley.
M. Jay Flipse '17 died on Aug. 16, 1984, in
Miami, Fla.
He received his M.D. degree from the University
of Cincinnati. He practiced medicine in Dade
County for 52 years, was a staff member at Jackson
Memorial Hospital for 47 years and was former
chief of staff of the old Kendall Hospital.
Dr. Flipse is survived by his wife, Alice; a son,
Robert; a sister and ten grandchildren.
Gerald Huenink '31 died June 4, 1984, in
Wilmington, Del.
He received a Th.B. from Princeton Theological
Seminary and served Presbyterian churches in Gar-
field, N.J., Goshen, N.Y. and Staten Island, N.Y.
He received the 1976 Distinguished Service Award
from the Council of Churches of the City of New
York.
Rev. Huenink is survived by his wife, Margaret;
two daughters, Suzanne Samsel and Carol Peters;
four grandchildren and a brother Derwin '26.
Dorothy Zimmerman '41 Kramer died Aug. 12,
1984, in New Brunswick, N.J.
She taught school in New Jersey for 23 years,
retiring in 1981.
Mrs. Kramer is survived by her husband, Donald
'41; two daughters, Judianne Godinez and Donna
Nichols; her mother; a sister; and six
grandchildren.
Lorenzo Meengs '33 died Sept. 28, 1984, in Mus-
kegon, Mich.
He was employed at Mead Johnson until his
retirement.
Mr. Meengs is survived by his wife, Daisy; one
son, Loren '65; two daughters, Ellen Meengs Van
Noord and Sherry 74 Meengs Schrotenboer; seven
grandchildren; one brother; two sisters and one
sister-in-law.
Glenn Nykerk '31 died July 10, 1984, in Jenison,
Mich., from a massive heart attack.
He received a master's degree from The Univer-
sity of Michigan. He spent 38 years in the teaching
profession. Before retiring, he was superintendent
of schools in Jenison, Mich. During his retirement
he did church related volunteer work in Brewton,
Annville, Nicaragua -and Japan.
Mr. Nykerk is survived by his wife, Dorothy
Schipper '31 Nykerk; two sons, Keith '62 and
Larry; and one daughter, Carolyn.
Cornelius Pape '39 died July 21, 1984 in Grand
Rapids, Mich.
He was a branch manager for Confederation Life
Insurance until his retirement.
Mr. Pape is survived by his wife, Beatrice; and
three daughters, Susan, Barbara and Marilyn.
Estelle Kollen '08 Pelgrim died on July 30, 1984,
in Coral Gables, Fla.
She was a native of Holland, which her grand-
father, Dr. A. C. van Raalte, founded. She gradu-
ated from Hope, where her father, the late Dr. G.
J. Kollen, was president, and from Columbia
University.
Mrs. Pelgrim is survived by two daughters, Mrs.
E. Scott Dawson and Mrs. Robert C. Gillander;
four grandchildren; and four great-grandchildren.
Word was received of the death of Marjorie Pick-
ens '53 Coletta on June 7, 1984.
Jacob Ponstein '39 died Oct. 5, 1984, in Grand
Haven, Mich., following a heart attack.
He received his law degree from Detroit (Mich.)
College of Law. He was a city municipal court
judge for 14 years, the first district judge elected
for the Grand Haven court. He retired in 1982 after
28 years on the bench.
Judge Ponstein is survived by his wife, Betty; a
daughter, Gayle Kistler; a son, Steven; two grand-
children; a brother Lambert '48 and a sister
Gertrude Burk.
Eugene Prins '36 died July 12, 1984, in Holland,
Mich., of a heart ailment.
He was in the garage and service station business
for 20 years and then taught mathematics for 19
years at E. E. Fell Junior High School.
Mr. Prins is survived by his wife, Marjorie
VanKoevering '36 Prins; a daughter, Suellen Prins
'65 Ferraris; three sons, Charles ’63, Barry and
Paul 70; seven grandchildren; and a sister.
Alberta Rawls, prep school died on Sept. 5,
1984, in Holland, Mich., following a heart attack.
She did clerical work for the Holland Furnace
Company for over 35 years and also served as
matron for Resthaven Inc., for several years.
Miss Rawls is survived by an uncle and many
cousins.
Word was received of the death of Dorothy
Bergers '50 Sneden.
Word was received of the death of John Terpstra
'65 on Sept. 16, 1984 in Chicago, III.
Mr. Terpstra is survived by his parents, Mr. &
Mrs. William Terpstra; a brother. Bill and a sister
Jana VanderLee.
Word was received of the death of Paul Trompen
'22 on Aug. 23, 1984 in Grand Rapids, Mich.
William Stronks '12 died Sept 11, 1984 in Hud-
sonvillc, Mich.
He taught school in New Era, Mich., Keithsburg,
III., Georgetown, 111., and for 25 years in Kewanee,
111. After retiring he made his home in Holland.
Mr. Stronks is survived by his daughter Kathryn
Stronks '39 Hansen; a son, Willard; three grand-
children and four great grandchildren.
Peter VandenBerge '37 died on Sept. 12, 1984, in
Rochester, N.Y., following a long illness.
He received an A.M. degree from the University
of Nebraska, a B.D. degree from New Brunswick
Theological Seminary and a M.L.S. from Rutgers
University. He had served as pastor to the First
Reformed Church of Walden, N.Y., and Lincoln
Park Community Church of Yonkers, N.Y. From
1957 to 1967 he was the librarian of the Gardner
A. Sage Library at New Brunswick Theological
Seminary. He was the director of Library Services
at the Colgate Rochester Divinity School. During
his tenure he integrated the libraries of two semi-
naries who joined the divinity school into the
Ambrose Swasey Library.
Rev. VandenBerge is survived by his wife, Julia;
a daughter, Mary and his mother, Mrs. Nicholas
VandenBerge. Another daughter, Julie 70, preceded
him in death.
Word was received of the death of Paul Van Ess
'29 in Orangevale, Calif.
After attending Hope, he graduated from Mid-
dlebury College and received a Ph.D. from Iowa
State in chemistry. Before retirement he worked for
Shell Oil Company in California.
Mr. Van Ess is survived by three sons, John,
Karl and George; one daughter, Joan; two grand-






Greece and the Greek Islands
June 7-22, 1985
Visit Athens, Corinth, Delphi, Thessalonica, Crete, Santorini, and many other fascinating places
Follow in the footsteps of Socrates, Plato, St Paul
Experience modem Greek culture and its ancient heritage
All-inclusive cost $2,495 from Hew York, based on double occupancy; single supplement, $250
(Price includes lodging in Class A hotels, all travel, all meals)
Limited to 1 6 participants
Your guides; Jack and Lee Hyenhuis Leaders of 1983 Tour
Application deadline: February 1, 1985
For further information, contact Provost Jacob E. Hyenhuis
Hope College
Holland, Ml 49423
6 1 6-392-5 1 1 1 (20 1 0)/392-6363
Vienna Summer School Alumni Program
June 23— July 12, 1985
Phase I— Hope College Reunion in Vienna June 23 to June 28 ....
Six days of in-depth exposure to the city and cultural environment which have served as Hope s
event., specie! leches end bnefings: Vtahi.Mc
palaces, baroque churches, medieval towns. Sample Austrian foods, pastries, wines. Free time
for shopping and informal conversations.
Phase II— Unhurried trip to Italy and Yugoslavia June 28 to July 1 2
Begins with overnight train travel to Venice; two nights in Venice, visits to Ravenna, San Marino
and Rimini in Italy; Adriatic crossing to Dubrovnik (full-day cmise and overnight on the MS
Tintoretto), three days in Dubrovnik and two nights each in Sarajevo, Zagreb and the mountain
resort of Bled before returning to Vienna. Sightseeing, shopping, cultural events and conversa-
tions with local friends of Hope.
Estimated Costs: Air Travel to Europe is not included
Phase I only: Vienna Reunion cost $585.
Full Program: Phases I and II: $1550. Included are moderately-priced hotel in Vienna good
or first-class hotels during the tour. 1st class sleeper on tram, cabin on ship, comfortable
modern Austrian bus, breakfast and one main meal on tour, most meals in Vienna; all
scheduled excursions, performances or other events.
Cost for air travel can range from about $500 to $900 or more, depending on airline, place and
time of departure, European gateway. Sample fare; Chicago-Luxembourg via Icelandic approx-
imately $550.




NEWS FROM HOPE COLLEGE, OCTOBER/NOVEMBER. 1984 TWENTY-THREE
Sweats, tees /jSp and more— spirited attire for
the entire family. |i|,Muss and
Slasses to toast all your successes. Official rinss
Q and other | j^m| College things— all avail
able through mail order | from the Hope-
Geneva Bookstore. With plenty of time to get
a head start on your Christmas giving
Or just give your own
spirit a well deserved reward.
school
GIFT LIST 1984
(A) NYLON PULLOVER JACKET — Great for biking, sailing or cross-country skiing.
100% Nylon, zip pouch pocket and hood. The cut is generous so we recommend
you order a size smaller than normal. COLORS: Navy with orange. Grey with
navy. SIZES: S, M. L, XL PRICE: S24
(B) CREW NECK SWEATSHIRT — The crew is back! 50/50 blend with traditional
flocked imprint. COLORS: Navy, Grey, White. SIZES: S, M, L, XL. PRICE: S13
(C) HOODED PULLOVER — The campus favorite. Comfy fleece with drawstring
hood and front pouch pocket. COLORS: Navy, Orange, Grey & White. SIZES: S,
M, L, XL. PRICE: S 16
(CC) SWEATPANTS — Matching sweats for the hooded pullover. Drawstring waist
and elastic cuffs. SIZES: S, M, L, XL. PRICE: $13
(D) RAINBOW T-SHIRT — Our bestselling T. This 50/50 shirt has multicolor stripes
across the chest, "Hope College" and the anchor logo. Four great colors: Navy,
Royal, Orange & Purple. SIZES: S, M, L, XL. PRICE $6
(E) SHORTS— Tricot nylon running shorts that go the distance. SIZES: S, M, L, XL.
COLORS: Navy, Orange, Silver. PRICE: $9
(FI YOUTH T-SHIRTS — For Disney fans, a 3-color Mickey Mouse with "Hope
College" on oxford grey; or an orange shirt with the seal and "Hope College” in
navy. Specify MICKEY or SEAL. SIZES: S|6-8), M|10-12), L(I4-I6). PRICE: $6
(G) YOUTH HOOD— same description as adult. COLORS: Navy, Orange. SIZES:
S(6-8), M( 1 0- 1 2), L| 1 4- 1 6). PRICE: $ 1 6
(GG) YOUTH SWEATPANTS— Matches above. PRICE: $13
(Hj YOUTH CREW— same as adult. COLORS. Navy, Orange, Powder. SIZES: SX(2-
4), S(6-8), M(10-I2J, L( 1 4— 1 6). PRICE: $13
|l) INFANT SWEATSUIT — For the class of 20??. 50/50 blend hooded pullover top
with raglan sleeves. Matching pants have elastic waistband and cuffs. COLOR:
Navy. SIZES: 6mo., 12mo., ISmo.. 2T, 3T, 4T. PRICE OF SET $15
|J) BASEBALL HAT — The wool classic with an adjustable strap. Navy with
embroidered orange "H". One size fits all. PRICE: $6
(K) STADIUM BLANKET — Wool blend with sewn-on orange "H". Comes in a
carrying case that doubles as a cushion. PRICE: $24
(Lj LICENSE PLATE — Show your colors. Features the college logo and "Hope
College" in orange & white on navy. PRICE: $4
|M) COFFEE MUG — Solid java holder. A white china mug with orange and blue
logo. PRICE $4
(N) PEWTER MUG — Well not quite, but this Olde Country Reproductions sand-
casted Pewtarex makes a beautiful gift. PRICE: S 1 3
(O) THE GLASS WITH CLASS — Elegant 1 4 oz. gold-rimmed tumblers with an
etched Hope seal. Boxed in a set of 4. PRICE: $16
(P) COLLEGE RING — Designed and cast by Artcarved, Hope College rings are
available in a variety of styles for men and women. We send a color brochure
with all the information needed to place an order.






Enclosed is check  money order in the amount of $ .





Jnterbank # (Master Card) .
ITEM # DESCRIPTION SIZE COLOR QUANTITY PRICE TOTAL OFFICE USE
-
SUBTOTAL
SEMD ORDER TO: SHIPPING & HANDUNG
\ llil HOPE-GENEVA TO™
$2.00
1 BOOKSTORE
HOPE COLLEGE • HOLLAND, MICHIGAN 49423
Orders received by Dec. 1 will be mailed in time for Christmas.
